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For
hours
of flying
fun
A fine realistic model moulded in
high impact plastic. Features clear
plastic canopy, exhaust manifolds,
four cannons, radio aerial and
authentic insignia. Fitted with the
very successful WEN-MAC .049 glow-
plug motor on nylon mounting
and with 3 bladed nylon propeller.
Complete in attractive carton with
control line handle, Terylene lines, glow-
plug clip, lead, battery plug and [full
instructions.

£5.15.6 See the  Hurr icane, and also t he
fascinating WEN-MAC range of
ready-to-fly models at  the local

model shop.
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A plastic model that really FLIES!
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FRONT COVER
An  impression by Ar t isc  Laur ie Bagley o f  the  Caledonian Railway

4-2-2 No .  123 a t  fu l l  speed du r ing  the Railway Races o f  the  last century ,
i n  wh ich  i t  worked trains between Carl isle and Aberdeen,  The
s to ry  of  t he  Races appears on  pages 128 and 129 of  th is  issue.

NEXT MONTH
Full-size plans of  Cra ig  Breedlove’s ” Sp i r i t  o f  Amer i ca . "  je t -powered,

record-ho ld ing car for  Jetex 50c opera t ion ,  and half-size plans for
an al l  balsa k i t e .  Trackside Const ruc t ion continues w i th  a closed
oo tb r idge  f rom Plasticard—again w i th  full-size drawings;  t he  A.B.C.

of Railways describes t he  t rack  te rms  and usage. Fo r  full-size ra i lway
fans we  vis i t  Br i ta in 's  New  Railway, t he  25,OCX) vole L.M.R. e lectr ic
system. Several in terest ing  new  Meccano models  and D inky  Toy news,
together  w i th  a s imple Radio Receiver and Home Chemis t ry ,  make
this an issue you can’ t  afford to  miss. The Exh ib i t i on  p ictures alone
w i l l  make you wan t  t o  t reasure th is  issue.

Adver t isement  and Subscr ipt ion Offices: Model  Aeronaut ical  Press
L imi ted ,  1 3-3S Br idge St reet ,  Heme l  Hempstead, Her t fordshi re.
Te l :  Hemel  Hempstead 2501-2-3.

D i rec t  Subscript ion rate 35/-  pe r  annum. U.S.A, and Canada d i rec t
subscr ipt ion rate $5 inc luding cu r ren t  index.

This  per iodical  is sold subject to  the fo l lowing condi t ions:  that  i t
shall no t ,  w i t hou t  the wr i t ten  consent o f  t he  publishers, be l en t ,
re-sold, h i red-ou t  o r  o therwise  disposed of  by  way of  Trade at  a pr ice
in  excess of  t he  recommended max imum pr ice  and tha t  i t  shall no t
be len t ,  re-sold, h i red-ou t  o r  o therw ise  disposed of  i n  a mut i la ted
condi t ion ,  o r  i n  any unauthorised cover  by way of  Trade:  o r  affixed
to o r  as par t  of  any publ icat ion of  advert is ing, l i terary o r  p ic tor ia l
mat ter  whatsoever.

Publishers of  Aeromodel ler ,  Mode l  Boats,  Mode l  Car t ,
Mode l  Engineer ,  Rad io  Cont ro l  Mode ls ,  Mode l  Ra i lway  News .

MODEL AERONAUTICAL PRESS LTD.
I 3 -35  BRIDGE STREET,  HEMEL
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SPECIAL  OFFER !
This book plus two others :
LOCOMOTIVE LIBRARY 2/6
FAMOUS RAILWAY ENGINES OF THE
WORLD I / -

TOTAL COST PLUS P /P  5 /6

NOW REDUCED TO H /?

There are many other interesting titles
in this series all of the same size 7 |  x
4 |  ins. Binding is drawn on card o r
wire stitched card. Limited stocks
available, send for a full list.

Steam
■ Up!

ENGINE AND WAGON
PICTURES BY

ANTHONY BEAUMONT

FIVE SHILLINGS

Modelling
THE
REVENGE ft

by
C.N.Millward

■J®**

MAP

STEAM UP
Anthony Beaumont provides a new selection of hitherto
unpublished traction engine and wagon pictures—printed
lithographically to do justice to the fine photographs, and
delight all enthusiasts. There are 50 page pictures plus cover
illustration. r f
4 J x in., two-colour drawn-on card J
cover, full page pictures with captions, I
ndex, introductory notes. *

Aero Modeller Annual

MAP.

□ □
□
□
□
□
□

MODELLING THE REVENGE
The book is devoted to a detailed descrip-
tion of the famous Elizabethan ship-of-war
Revenge, which carried Sir Francis Drake’s
flag in the Armada operations in 1588, and
then went down so gallantly against great
odds under the command of Sir Richard
Grenville three years later, r f

x in., £15 83 drawings J | “
(Supportins plans available by the
author). "

Boat Modelling
Simple Electric Car Racing
* Special offer
Modelling the Revenge
Steam Up

HOW TO  ORDER
Tick box of  chosen
t i t l e ,  en te r  p r i ce  i n
co lumn .  To ta l
be low w i th  rem i t -
tance.

Name

Address ...............................................................

Please add I / -  packing & pottage for  orders of  12J6 and below.
Above this orders are POST FREE. • Special offer includes postage.

Model Aeronautical Press Ltd., 13-35 Bridge St., Hemel Hempstead.
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HISTORY OF BRITISH DINKY TOYS
1934-64
I t  contains not only a short history of the original
company which produced Dinky Toys, but also a
year-to-year description of the cars issued, with a
fine selection of photographs devoted mainly to
earlier examples, and a series of tables listing all
Dinky Toys, 1934-64 in numerical order.

AEROMODELLER ANNUAL 1967/68
Articles include world record holder Wisniewski
on Tuned Exhaust Pipes; other speed flying articles;
Fuel Tanks for Control liners; Dr .  Hawkins on Jap
WWI I  Colour Schemes; Prop Carving; Woodwork
for Modellers; Flexwing flying models; plus draw-
ings of the world's models of the year, including
r/c, contest and sports power, Winter Cup, slope
soarers, chuck gliders, helicopters, indoor . . .

Si  X in . ,  152
pages .  C lo th
bound ,  go ld
b locked  sp ine ,
Two-colour dust
cover, lb  photo-
il lustrations.

/ 28 pages, size
8 i  x in. 10 /6 HISTORY OF BRITISH 15 / -

Dinky
toys

MAE

r-
B BAT
HEIBEW®
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► FIVE SHILUMC BOOK

i
by
W<Sm««4

8 i  x in . .  96
pages. 223 l ine
drawings and 8
pages of ar t  plates
shewing 50 photo-
graphs.

BOAT MODELLING
A book for the not-so-expert modeller covering
every aspect of  model boat work from construction
through to sailing. Author Vic Smeed provides a
wealth of practical assistance. Chapters include:
tools and materials, hard chine hulls, round bilge
hulls, superstructure fittings, finishing, I.C. engines,
electric motors, hydroplanes and special models
operation, radio control.

SIMPLE ELECTRIC CAR RACING
The ideal introduction to electric cars—practical
survey giving the facts of successful car and track
construction.
The answers to all the questions likely to arise In
building cars and tracks from scratch: a great
proportion of its content wi l l  also be invaluable
to those who buy commercial cars and track.

KINDLY MENTION ’ ‘MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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WHO SAYS
INTER-CITY, FREIGHTLINERS

AND MDTOR RAGING DON’T MIXP
Triang MINIC

This new triple name does it on the many rail,
race track, rally route and motorway ideas in this

Triang HURNHY

Railways &
Motor Racing

I F26i

V- *
f i / -"

4F
i J

New railway ideas like the superb new Tri-ang
Hornby Inter-City and new Freightliner packs.
New race track ideas like fully marked, super-
fast GT  cars. New rally ideas. And the way
to link them all: Minic Motorail drive-on and
drive-off loading ramp and car transporter.
See how much you’re missing on your railway
system !

Items to be released at varying times throughout the
year include: new loco, new train packs, new track
packs, new rolling stock, new coaches.

Tri-ang Hornby Minic railways and motor racing
made in Great Britain by Rovex Industries Limited, Westwood, Margate, Kent

KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE"  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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equipment, and the G.T.  version is a real gem. A
“ works ” driver rang-it-out for us on a wet and slip-
pery road, and the road holding was little short of
phenomenal. With wide “ J ” rim wheels and Pirelli
Cinturato tyres it clung to the road on high speed
bends with four adults aboard, like a limpet. With full
lock on the very direct rack and pinion steering, and
the accelerator fully depressed, it went round in a very
tight circle, the front tyres protesting, but never for
one instance losing their grip, even though the occu-
pants of the car were hard put to remain normally
seated. The Dinky Escort model, also in prototype
form, was presented to the journalists present, and this
little gem aroused as much interest as the full-size
Escort. The “ Super Escort ” is illustrated below.

Exhibition season
The winter always heralds the arrival of modelling

exhibitions and ’67-’68 was no exception.
Our first visit was to the Manchester Model Rail-

ways Society’s Exhibition at the Manchester Com
Exchange. This three-day modelling bonanza with
trade stands (including Meccano Magazine and Model
Railway News') was very well attended and the models
exhibited were nearly all first class. The most impres-
sive layout was of “ Mill Dale ” in “ N ” gauge, narrow
gauge by George Grainger of Macclesfield Model Rail-
way Group.

The scenic work was very realistic and the bridges
and walls were constructed of individual balsa blocks
painted to represent stones. Next month we hope to
have a picture spread showing this layout and some of
the many other interesting models and layouts on dis-
play ar this exhibition.

The Daily Mail Schoolboys and Girls Exhibition
held at Olympia was graced with a Meccano stand,
among its many other attractions. Young Meccano
constructors entered a contest to construct a standard
model against the clock. Each entrant of the six in
each heat received a free Meccano Magazine and next
month we hope to illustrate some of the intent expres-
sions on rhe constructors’ faces, as well as listing all
the winners.

The Model Engineer Exhibition as Seymour Hall,
sponsored and organised by Model Aeronautical Press,
is just getting under way at the time of going to press,
but if space permits we will endeavour to show some
of the " Super Models ’’ exhibited there, next month.

M ■

Subscription note
Subscribers to the “ old ” Meccano Magazine, pub-

lished by Messrs. Thomas Skinner and Co. Ltd., which
ceased publication with the July 1967 issue, who have
not yet received a refund of any outstanding balance
of their subscriptions, should write to the publishers at
St. Alphage House, Fore Street, London E.C.2. Please
give full details and the expiry date of your subscrip-
tion.
Transistor warning

It  has been brought to our attention that some tran-
sistor radios from Hong Kong are not such bargains
after all. You may have noticed how they are very
often advertised, each boasting more transistors than
any other! This may well be the case, but they don’t
all have to work! As an example, suppose we have a
12-transistor radio; this will probably operate on five,
incorporated in the circuit, and the other seven are just
“ looped ” together, performing no function at all. The
whole radio works, but not to the standard you would
expect with 12 transistors. The Hong Kong Govern-
ment have now decided to stamp out this practice, and
radios on sale later in the year will not incorporate this
" loop hole."
The Editor visits Fords

Whilst in Liverpool visiting the Meccano Works at
Binns Road, we had the pleasure of being invited to
attend a pre-release press reception at Ford's Halewood
factory for the Ford Escort in its various guises.

With Doug McHard, Chris Jelley and Andy Gilleron
(New Products Manager of Meccano), we were ex-
tremely well entertained by the Ford executives. We
were pleasantly surprised with the Escort’s lines and

1'
? " ‘A

' ■ - 5
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RACING
TRAINS
A tale of the last
century which can
never happen again
with our State
owned railway
system
The North Eastern Railway Worsdell 4-4*0
No .  1621 which performed yeoman service
on the East Coast Route during the wars.
These engines were very notable in their
Lime for their large and commodious cabsT
which gave the crew much more protection

than was usual in those days.

either by a Midland Region or an Eastern Region
train; in the ’nineties, when a nationalised railway
system would have been unthinkable, things were a
little more complicated! The London and North Wes-
tern Railway, which called itself the " Premier Line "
and, indeed, was the largest and richest of the British
railway companies, took the West Coast train as far as
Carlisle. From Carlisle northwards into Scotland, the
train travelled over the tracks of the L.N.W.R.’s ally,
the Caledonian Railway. The latter line’s locomotives
were finished in a distinctive bright blue livery—a
sharp contrast to the North Western’s sombre black.
The East Coast Route, however, was operated by three
different companies: the Great Northern Railway as
far as York, rhe North Eastern Railway from York to
Edinburgh and the North British Railway from Edin-
burgh to Aberdeen.

Fever pitch
When one considers the strong rivalry that existed

in those days, between the various railway companies,
it is not really surprising that competition between the
East and West Coast companies grew to fever pitch.
The two routes were well matched, the East Coast
being slightly easier, with a somewhat shorter route
mileage and fewer stiff gradients. Open “ war ” started
in 1888, when the hitherto conservative and slow-
running London and North Western accelerated its
” Scotch Express ” by a full hour. Public announce-
ment of the speed-up was delayed until the last minute,
in order to catch rhe rivals at Kings Cross on the
wrong foot! The Great Northern soon answered, how-
ever, by cutting their time to Edinburgh from nine to
eight and a half hours.

Kinnaber Junction
In a short article like this, it would be quite impos-

sible to describe in detail the races which occurred in
the years following 1888; for those who want all the
details, there is an excellent book on the subject. As
competition “ hotted-up,” so the intrigue between the
rivals grew, and some of the events read like a spy
story! Indeed, “spies”  in the shape of administrative
staff were often sent from Kings Cross to Euston, to
keep their eyes and ears open for any hint of further
accelerations. Of course, all this rivalry greatly ap-

QN THE evening of August 22nd, 1895, a terrific
” storm was raging over London. The black, cloud-
hung sky was lit by occasional flashes of lightning, and
the violent crashes of thunder drowned the clatter of
horse-drawn cabs outside Euston station. On platform
9 a crowd of people was rapidly forming; fathers with
their sons, railway enthusiasts with their like-minded
friends, and journalists with their notebooks and
sketch-pads, had all braved the ghastly weather with
the some objective—to see the Train. Although the
racing and the rivalry had been going on for a long
time, somehow this crowd of oddly assorted people
knew that tonight records would be broken! Under
the station’s iron and glass roof, the London and North
Western Railway’s compound locomotive No. 1309
Adriatic gleamed dully in the gaslight. Black paint-
work reflected the pale faces of the crowd and, in the
cab, brass fittings gleamed in the red glare from the
open firebox door. Behind the engine, the short train
of purple and white carriages looked deceptively like
any other “ North Western ” train, except that each
compartment was crammed with passengers, many be-
traying feelings of excitement or apprehension.

Eight o’clock
At precisely eight o’clock, the frock-coated guard,

with a final glance at his moon-faced watch, blew his
whistle, waved his flag and slammed the door of his
van. Adriatic steamed past the platform ends, past the
now-cheering crowd, and out over the points into the
storm. The observers watched the red tail-lamp of the
guard’s van disappear into the blackness, as the train
ascended the steep rise to Camden. Suddenly, the train
had gone, all sound of it drowned by the storm. The
crowd dispersed reluctantly; there was nothing left to
do but go home to bed, and await the morning’s papers.

We shall leave, for a moment, our London and
North Western Railway train, speeding northwards
through the dark London suburbs, and examine, very
briefly, the story of rivalry and intrigue which led to
the Railway Races, over seventy years ago. There
were, in those days, and still are today, two principal
ways in which the railway traveller could reach Scot-
land from London: either via the West Coast Route,
starting from Euston, or via the East Coast Route,
from Kings Cross. Today, this means simply travelling

meccanoindex.co.uk
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The model above represents one of (he famous Great Northern
Railway 4-2-2’s which were used on the East Coast racing
trains on the first leg of their journey from Kings Cross.
These “ singles ” were ideal machines for fast, light trains,
and one of them is also preserved at York. They were designed
by James Stirling, who championed (he domeless boiler design.

The model at the foot of the page is a Lambic 4-4-0 of the
Caledonian Railway. It was one of these locomotives which
took (he West Coast record breaking train on the last lap of its
run to Aberdeen in 1895. The livery Is a fairly light *’ sky ”
blue, with much elaborate lining. Our cover picture of C.R.
No. 123 gives a good idea of the Caledonian colour scheme.

thunderstorm. She reached Crewe—158 miles from
Euston —at xo.3 p.m. Here the train was taken over
by the little “ Jumbo ” class 2-4-0 Hardwicke, which
reached Carlisle at 12.35 Sy  now, three hundred
miles had been covered in 275 minutes. At Carlisle,
the Caledonian 4-4-0 No. 90 backed down swiftly on
to the train, which left immediately to the cheers of
crowds on the platform. After another two-minute
stop at Perth, to change engines, the train reached
Aberdeen at 4.32 a.m. 540 miles had been covered in
512 minutes—an average speed of 63.3 miles per hour!
That record has never since been broken by steam
power.

Many people, at the time of the " races,” asked
“ Well, who won? ” and this has never been an easy
question to answer. Both sides put up some fantastic
speeds, and the slick working required gave the railway
companies much useful experience. Some memories of
the races remain with us today: Hardwicke, which al-
most flew from Crewe to Carlisle on the night of
August 22nd is, happily, preserved at the Clapham
Transport Museum. North Eastern No. 1621, which
was famed for its fast running from York to Edin-
burgh, has a home at York Railway Museum, and the
famous Caledonian racing “ single ” No. 123 is also
preserved, at the Glasgow Transport Museum.

pealed to a section of the public and the daily press,
although many thought it a disgrace that public safety
should be prejudiced for company prestige. The place
very much in the public’s mind during the racing was
Kinnaber Junction, not far from Aberdeen. Here the
East and West Coast routes joined, the remaining miles
to Aberdeen being run over joint tracks, so whoever
reached Kinnaber first was first into Aberdeen. The
signal box at Kinnaber Junction was manned by a
Caledonian (West Coast) man, and in the event of both
trains being sighted at once (as they sometimes were)
this individual had some quick thinking to do!

The climax of the racing came in 1895; in the
August of that year the East Coast train ran the 485
miles to Kinnaber Junction in 527! minutes—an aver-
age. speed of 55.2 miles per hour, but the West Coast
train still reached Aberdeen first, with a tremendous
average speed of 58.4 miles per hour from Euston to
Aberdeen. Such performances required really slick
engine changes at places like York; this operation was
once performed in 2 J minutes! But the North West-
em/Caledonian alliance was determined to M nail ” the
East Coast Route once and for all, and the real climax
came on the night of August 22nd/2 3rd, 1895. At the
beginning of our story, we left the North Western
compound Adriatic streaming north from Euston in a

meccanoindex.co.uk
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AIR  NEWS by John  W.  R.  Tay lo r
0-470 horizontally opposed engine. Latest Polish ver-
sion is the Wilga 35, with a licence-built 260 h.p.
Ivchenko AI-14R radial engine of Russian design and
many improvements, including a wider undercarriage
track to improve stability when taxying over rough
ground.

The forward-inclined, L-shape legs of the new
undercarriage gives the Wilga the impression of being
about to leap into the air. This is no illusion, for it
will take off with a full load of four people in only 120
yards, thanks to its full-span leading-edge slots and
big slotted flaps. Cruising speed is 106-112 m.p.h.

The flyingest aeroplane in the world
Most modem airliners are designed to fly safely for

a total of 30,000 hours before being retired or switched
to less-strenuous duties. This is because every flight
involves pressurising and depressurising their cabins,
which might lead to metal “ fatigue ” and an accident
if the aircraft continued to operate beyond their
planned lifetime.

When the DC-3 was designed, more than 30 years
ago, nobody bothered about such limitations. Pressur-
isation was unknown and unnecessary at the heights at
which airliners then flew, and there was little likelihood
of any aeroplane putting in so many flying hours that
it would wear out before the time came to replace it.
So people owning DC-3*s have tended to keep on fly-
ing them, provided the regular, very thorough inspec-
tions show that the aircraft remain entirely airworthy.

One result of this is that there are still more DC-3*s
in airline service throughout the world than any other
single type of airliner—well over 1,000 of them. Some
of these aircraft have impressive totals of flying hours
in their log-books, but none can compare with “ Old
728,” illustrated opposite.

Doing things by halves
□PHE OLD maxim “ Don’t do things by halves ” may

be right for most situations, but, by disregarding
it, U.S. naval forces engaged in the Vietnam war have
saved hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Until a few months ago, every A-4 Skyhawk attack
bomber which had passed through the repair centre at
Sugita, Japan, had to be dismantled, shipped by barge
to the naval air station at Atsugi and there reassembled
for flight testing. The aircraft were sometimes out of
action for 20 days after repair, which was serious since
the ability of these little single-seaters to carry nearly
four tons of bombs, rockets and missiles has made them
some of the most potent weapons in the U.S. armoury.

Each Sky ha wk is now divided into two sections, by
detaching the rear fuselage and tail unit. Each half
then makes the 16-mile trip from Sugita to Atsugi
slung from the cargo-hook of a UH-46 Sea Knight
helicopter, which can cover the distance in about 15
minutes. Reassembly is vastly simplified, and time out
of service once the aircraft has been repaired has been
cut to an average of four days.

Last year, the heli-lift enabled Skyhawks to put in a
total of more than 1,080 additional days of combat
flying than would have been possible if barges had still
been utilised. As each day lost on the ground is calcu-
lated to cost the Navy about $318, the overall saving
was more than $343,000.

Wide-track Wilga
Poland’s PZL-104 Wilga utility aircraft has never

won any prizes for sheer beauty, but it is highly prac-
tical and has been put into production in Indonesia as
well as in its homeland.

The Indonesian version is known as the Gelatik
(Rice Bird) and is powered by a 225 h.p. Continental

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Since this remarkable airliner first went into service
with Eastern Air Lines in 1939, it has flown a total of
more than 12 million miles, equivalent to 25 round
trips to the Moon. Its present owners, North Central
Airlines, retired it from scheduled service in 1966, by
which time " Old 728 ” had logged the fantastic total
of 83,032 hours, 52 minutes (well over nine years!) in
the air. In 27 years, it had accumulated 260-million
passenger-miles, which is like taking the whole popu-
lation of New Zealand for a 40-minute flight, 21 per-
sons at a time!

Pilots familiar with the record of this veteran DC-3
reckoned that it had undergone so much maintenance
through the years that all that remained of the original
aircraft was the serial number (N21728) and the
shadow, but this is far from true, for about 90 per cent
of the airframe is that which left the Douglas factory
29 years ago. However, “ Old 728 ” did get through
an estimated 550 main wheel tyres, 25,000 spark-plugs
and 68 pairs of engines in its airline life, burning suffi-
cient petrol in the process to run a family motor car
10,000 miles a year for 11,000 years.

Even today, this incredible aircraft is no museum
piece. North Central have re-equipped it with what is
probably the most luxurious cabin of any DC-3
service and are using it as a flying laboratory to test
new electronic equipment, safety aids and furnishings
before they are installed in the company’s latest air-
liners.

Fourteen Bells
If the El Tomcat Mk.IIIB helicopter looks a little

familiar, this is not surprising, as it is basically a Bell
Model 47-G2 with modifications to improve its effici-
ency for agricultural duties.

Standard Bells have, of course, been used for crop-
spraying for nearly 20 years, but their chemical pay-
load is restricted by the fact that their cabin is designed
to carry three people. Continental Copters Inc., of
Forth Worth, Texas, had the bright idea of evolving a
simple modification scheme under which the original
cabin is replaced by a much smaller and lighter, open-
sided cab for the pilot. This reduces the aircraft’s
empty weight, enabling a heavier load of chemicals to
be carried.

Known as the El Tomcat Mk. I I ,  the original Con-
tinental Copters conversion flew in April 1959. Since
then, the design has been steadily improved and the
latest El Tomcat Mk. 11IB is probably the most effi-
cient light aggie-copter in its class. The stubby nose
houses two 600-watt landing lights. The cockpit has a
filtered ventilation system to reduce the hazard of the
pilot breathing in dangerous chemical spray. Fuel is

Z

£
Half of an A-4 Skyhawk being transported by a L'H-46 Sea
Knight Helicopter in heading opposite, saves many thousands
of dollars in Vietnam. Above top, the plushy interior of North
Centrals “ Old 728 ’* DC-3 is being tested for other aircraft.
Above, the Polish PZI.-104 “ Wilga/* this aircraft can take-off
in 120 yards, with four people aboard. Below, ** Old 728 ”
an ageing Douglas D.C.3  built in 1939, has llown more than
12 million miles, or 25 trips to the moon and back ! In its 27
years, “ Old 728 ” has used enough petrol to run a family
motor car 10,000 miles for an estimated total of 11,000 years!

contained in an aerofoil-shape tank above the engine
bay, and the chemical tanks now take the form of neat,
streamlined blisters fitting flush against the fuselage on
each side. Normal power plant is a 235 h.p. Franklin
6V-350 engine.

Fourteen Bell 47’5 have been converted into Tom-
cats so far.
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Why  not bu i ld  th is  easy to construct,  semi-scale power
boat racer? 12f long for  tw in  Jetex or  Electric power.

First, check the material list to see that you have all
the necessary materials. Balsa wood is used throughout
for the construction, except for a small piece of ply for
the Jetex mount; a 16 in. length of 18 gauge brass
wire for making rhe pulpit (you can omit this if you
like, but it adds to the racy appearance); and a scrap of
thin brass sheet for cutting out the rudder.

All the outline shapes of the various parts required
are shown on the plan. The plan is reproduced half
size here, so to make full-size patterns you must scale
these drawings up to twice size. If you are working
from a full-size plan (available from Meccano Maga-
zine offices, 13-35 Bridge Street, Kernel Hempstead,
Herts; price l /6d.)  you can trace the shapes directly,
or, better still, cut out the patterns to pin or paste onto
sheet balsa wood for cutting out.

Construction
You will notice that the pattern for the deck and

chine shows only one half of the shape required. We
suggest that you cut four of these half shapes and then
cement them together in pairs. You can cut these
economically from a 3 in. wide sheet of | in. balsa.
Note that the chine and deck panels are identical in
outline shape, but the deck has an additional piece cut
out to form the cockpit. Next cut bulkheads 1, 2 and 3

J7OR THOSE of you who are used to the shape ofA ordinary model boats, Baby Delta must look quite
revolutionary, and perhaps even wrong. Instead of a
fairly blunt bow, the hull is almost arrow shaped with
a pointed bow and the maximum beam well aft. In
fact, it is patterned on the lines of a modem high-speed
full-size power boat— the shape that wins offshore
power boat races in any conditions, against any
comers !

Jet powered
Since it is a high-speed hull, we need something

lively in the way of power to push it along, so we have
designed it for use with Jetex power— the bigger the
Jetex unit the better! We have left the cockpit quite
open, with the transom cut away for jet clearance, and
it is big enough to take more than one Jetex unit side
by side, if you wish. That should give you very high
scale speed —and the hull is stable enough to take it,
even if the water on your local pond is chopping up a
bit.

Of course, if you prefer, you can adapt Baby Delta
for more conventional power. That only means build-
ing in a 5 in. or 6 in. propeller tube and locating the
motor between bulkheads 2 and 3. More about this
later. Let’s get Baby Delta built.

All of the parts required to construct Baby Delta.  It is better
to cut the parts and number  them before you commence
construction. Use  soft ,  lightweight balsa for all components .

The  twin Jetex 50C engines arc a snug lit in Baby Delta.
Remember these engines get very hot ,  so  allow plenty of
space between the cockpit side and the combustion chambers.
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IBABY DELTA
A 12 j "  LONG OFFSHORE POWER BOAT RACER
FOR ONE OR TWO JETEX ENGINES.  SIMPLE
CONSTRUCTION,  CAN 6E ELECTRIC MOTOR
POWERED IF DESIRED. COPYRIGHT OF
MECCANO  MAGAZINE PLANS SERVICE, 13/35
SRIDGE STREET, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

COCKPIT FLOOR- 1// SHEET

COCKPIT SIDES- ///6 SHEET

MATERIALS LIST

1 /16 "  x
3/32" x
1/4" x
3/32" x
1/8” x

1 sheet
1 sheet
1 sheet
4 strips
1 sheet
2 lengths 18  s ,w ,g .  brass wire * 10  ins.
1 ot 2 Jetex engines t 50  c or larger

36 "  med . balsa
36"  med . balsa
36 "  soft balsa
36 "  hard baha
4 "  plywood

3 "  x
3 "  x
3/32" x

BIND WITH FUSE WIRE AND
CEMENT OR SOLDER

//Q SHEET COAMINGS

DECK
8

PLY JETEX MOUNTCHINE

SHAPE
OFF LIKE THIS

KEEL COCKPIT ELOOR
SIDE SHEETING NOT SHOWN

BOTTOM SHEETING

THIN BRASS SHEET RUDDER
SIDE SHEETING

PULPIT BENT EROM
IB GAUGE BRASS WIRE COAMING STRIP

COCKPIT SIDE

| I //16 SHEET
| | CABIN TOP

COCKPIT SIDE

HULL SECTIONS AND
FULL SIZE BULKHEAD PATTERNS

ROUND OEE DECK SIDE
SHEET

BOTTOM
SHEETING

7 CUT TWO EROM /fe SHEET

KEEL - CUT EROM //4 SHEET

ALL PARTS SHOWN
ACTUAL SIZE

CUTOUT ON
DECK  ONLY

HALE PATTERNS FOR
DECK AND CHINE

1/4 SHEET

! ‘SQUARES
1 _I I 1MEC1O2
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—again from J in. sheet. Note that these (and all the
other parts) are assembled in the order of the numbers
they have been given— i ,  2, 3, etc.

Lay the deck panel on a flat surface and cement
bulkhead 1 in place with the cut-out in bulkhead I
matching the cut-out in the deck (you are starting to
build the hull upside down in fact). The chine panel is
then cemented to the top edge of the bulkhead 1 and
directly to the tip of the deck panel at the extreme bow
—but first you wiD have to chamfer off the bottom edge
of bulkhead 1 slightly to allow for the taper. Pin this
assembly in place, then chamfer off one edge of bulk-
heads 2 and 3 until they will slip accurately in place.
Then cement them in position.

Cut the keel piece from J in. sheet; also bulkheads 4
(one off), 5 (two off) and 6 (two off). Chamfer the top
of bulkhead 4 slightly so that it lines up with bulk-
head 1 when laid on the chine panel, then cement bulk-
head 4 and the keel piece to the chine panel. Make
sure that you get the keel lined up dead straight from
stem to stem. Then cement on bulkheads 5 and 6 on
each side of the keel, and to the chine panel. Leave
this assembly for an hour or so to set hard.

The next stage is fairing off. For this you need a
piece of medium fine sandpaper wrapped around a piece
of balsa block or a spare length of 3 in. wide J in.
sheet. First sand around the sides to fair off the ends
of bulkhead 3 level with the deck and chine. Then,
using the sanding block laid between the edge of the
chine and the bottom of the keel, fair off the bottom of
the hull along its length, producing a V shape to the
bottom edge of the keel. Finally shape the extreme
bows as shown on the plan.

To  cover the sides you need two panels of 1¼ in.
balsa 13 in. long by 2 in. wide. These are simply
cemented in place to the edges of the deck and chine
panels and held in position with pins until set. Then
trim off surplus 1¼ in. sheet level with the deck and
chine. Finally fair off the bottom edges of the sides with
sandpaper to conform to the V shape of the bottom.

Covering the bottom is a little bit trickier. This time
you need two 13 in. long panels of in. sheet 2 J in.
wide. Pin one panel in place—do not cement—and
check that it fits snugly all along the chine and bottom
of the keel. If satisfied, cement it in place. Trim off
any overlap when set—the tricky part being to trim the
bottom edge in a straight line along the length of the
keel. You will have to use a modelling knife for this.

Now lay the other bottom panel in place. Mark,
roughly, the line to which it has to be cut to fit snugly
against the other panel along the bottom edge of the
keel, and trim to this. Check for fit. It will almost

certainly need further trimming, so do this until you
are satisfied with the fit obtained. Then you can
cement this second bottom panel in place.

Once more use the sanding block to smooth off the
hull sheeting, and any other rough spots. At the same
time, round off the deck as shown in the hull section
drawings. Give the complete hull a coat or two of
clear dope at this stage.

Cut the two coaming pieces 7 and cement to the
top of the deck, as shown on the plan. Fit bulkhead 8
and then cover in the top of the shallow cabin with
1¾ in. sheet.

Cut and fit the cockpit floor in place, cementing
well. Then add the two cockpit side pieces, running a
fillet of cement around the bottom edges of the cockpit
floor to produce a really watertight joint.

The rudder is cut from thin brass to the shape
shown on the side view drawing. Simply cut into the
keel with a modelling knife and push the rudder into
the slit made by the knife.

Finally, if you want to fit a pulpit, bend this from
18 gauge brass wire to the shape shown; also make
four uprights from the same wire to support it. Push
the pulpit ends and the bottom of the wire uprights
into the deck and secure the uprights to the pulpit rail
with a binding of fine fuse wire. You can make per-
manent joints by soldering, or using Araldite—but
ordinary balsa cement will do, if you like.

Now for one very important addition to the hull.
You will see shown on the hull section drawings four

in. square strips cemented to each bottom panel.
These run from the extreme stem (bulkhead 4) right
up to the bow and should run parallel with the hull.
Without these “ rails ” deep-vee hulls have a tendency
to run tipped to one side, or to bank in the wrong
direction in turns. These effects seem to be even more
marked on models than full-size craft with deep-vee
hull sections. Don’t forget to fit them!

There is nothing tricky about fitting the Jetex units.
Simply secure the Jetex mount (to suit whatever size
Jetex you are using) to a piece of ply about 2 J in. long
by 1 in. wide and cement this ply base down to the
cockpit floor. That’s all there is to it !

Electric conversion
For inboard electric motor power you need to mount

a stem tube through the keel piece so that it emerges
through the back of bulkhead 4 about J in. below the
bottom of the chine panel and passes up through the
chine panel just in front of bulkhead 2. If you decide
to use electric motor power instead of Jetex, this stern
tube is best fitted to the keel piece before the keel is
actually assembled on the bottom of the chine panel. If
you want to adapt Baby Delta to electric motor power
after you have built the hull, then we would suggest
that instead of trying to bore up through the keel piece
to fit the stern tube you locate it alongside the keel
member. This will make the job of boring and fitting
very much easier.

You will have to cut away the chine panel, and pos-
sibly the deck panel, to fit the motor into the space
between bulkheads 2 and 3, connecting to the propeller
shaft with a flexible coupling. We would recommend
fitting a reasonable size of electric motor, giving plenty
of power. Once fitted you can take leads out into the
cockpit through bulkhead 2 and seal in the motor com-
pletely. Batteries can lay in the cockpit. If you can
afford DEACs or Venner batteries, use double the
voltage recommended for the motor you are using and
you should get a really lively performance, but aim to
keep battery weight as low as possible.

The 3/32 in. sq. spray strips on the bottom of Baby Delta
hull run parallel to the centre line and arc not tapered in
towards the bow. Note the sheet brass rudder cemented in.
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Cats on Stamps
by James A.  Mackay
1 T IS  strange to think that the domestic cat, probably
* the commonest and most familiar of animals
throughout the world, was the least represented on
stamps until three years ago. You would have been
hard put to it to find more than a dozen examples of
Felis domestica— to give it its scientific name—and in
every case you would have had to look closely to find
the cat tucked away in a comer of the design.

One of the earliest cat stamps was an airmail issued
by Spain in 1930 to commemorate the solo trans-
atlantic flight of Colonel Charles Lindbergh in 1927.
The stamp portrays Lindbergh and shows his mono-
plane Spirit of St .  Louis beside the Statue of Liberty.
In the bottom right-hand comer of the stamp, however,
is a tiny black kitten— Lindbergh’s companion and mas-
cot. Cuba celebrated the golden jubilee of the Young
Helpers’ League by issuing a stamp in 1957 which
depicted a boy fondling a cat. A boy holding a kitten
was featured on one of the stamps in the Dutch Child
Welfare set of 1952. Luxembourg showed a cat on one
of the Animal Protection stamps of 1961.

Cats in folklore have also been represented on
stamps. In 1959 Hungary issued a series of stamps
depicting various fairy-tale characters. The 30L stamp
showed the Sleeping Beauty—and, peeping round the
foot of the bed, you will see a black cat. The following
year Hungary issued a second fairy-tale series and this
time Puss-in -Boots himself appeared on the 6of. stamp.
West Germany issued a set of Child Welfare stamps
in 1961 depicting scenes from the tale of Hansel and
Gretel. Two of the stamps, the ropf. and zopf., show
the wicked witch and her black cat. Belgium’s anti-
T.B. stamps of 1959 featured various local festivals
and carnival scenes; the 3ft. depicted the town jester
of Ypres in fancy-dress and holding a cat.

One or two “ strays ” may be found on stamps de-
picting works of art. East Germany issued a set of
stamps in 1959 showing famous paintings in the Dres-
den Art Gallery. The topf. stamp featured Gabriel
Metsu’s “ Portrait of a Needlewoman ” and her cat
appears beside her in the picture. Belgium’s i960 anti-
T.B. set featured various arts and crafts, and the top
value, devoted to ceramics, showed a porcelain cat.

Most of the types of domestic cat now in existence
today are descended from the African wild-cat which

the Egyptians succeeded in taming five thousand years
ago. Cats were imported into Italy from Egypt by
Phoenician traders and the Romans took cats with
them wherever their empire spread. A Roman terra-
cotta figure of a cat appeared on one of the stamps in
the Dutch Cultural Welfare series of 1962.

These were about all the cat stamps that could be
assembled by 1964, but in that year Poland brought
out a magnificent set of ten large stamps featuring
various types of European, Siamese and Persian cats.
This was the sequel to a popular set featuring dogs,
released the previous year, and it was also very well re-
ceived by collectors. This encouraged Roumania and
the Kingdom of Yemen to produce colourful cat sets
in 1965. The Roumanian series consisted of eight
multicoloured pictorials showing a wide variety of
animals. They ranged from a tabby (5b.) and a ginger
tom (10b.) to the more exotic White Persian (40b.) and
the haughty Siamese ¢11.35), kittens at play, with a
shoe (55b.) and a ball of wool (60b.) show that cats are
cats, no matter which side of the Iron Curtain they
live on. The Yemeni series depicted three different
kinds of Persian cat — the Black, the Cream and the
Silver Tabby, as well as the Tortoiseshell, the Red
Tabby and the Seal-Point Siamese. The latest series
exclusively devoted to cats also hails from Arabia. On
November 2nd last year the Arab sheikhdom of Fujeira
issued a set of seven stamps featuring a Seal-Point
Siamese, a Red Tabby, a Tortoiseshell, a Long-Haired
Black, a Silver Tabby, a Chinchilla and a Maine
Coon.

Holland’s Cultural Welfare set of 1964 depicted
three kittens on the 12c. stamp. Albania released a set
of stamps in February 1966 depicting various farm-
yard animals and a cat was featured on the 5Oq. stamp.
Later in the same year Albania followed this up with
a set of seven stamps devoted to various kinds of cat.
Four of the stamps showed Persian cats, while the
remaining three featured a tabby, a kitten and a Siam-
ese respectively.

Finally, mention must be made of the stamp issued
in 1965 by Yugoslavia to mark Children’s Week. It
was designed by a schoolgirl, Miss D. Grbic, and
showed a black cat, sitting up and giving that arch look
which only cats know how to give.
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chloride of lime)—a dull red flame; lead compounds
(e.g. red lead)—a weak blue flame; potassium com-
pounds (e.g. potassium nitrate)—a weak violet flame
(almost always masked by the flame from sodium im-
purities); zinc compounds (e.g. zinc oxide)—a weak
green flame.

To  extend the range to tests for other metals, the
borax bead test should be used. For this you need some
ordinary borax powder and a piece of iron wire which
is bent into a loop at  one end about one eighth of an
inch in diameter (no larger). Since you need to heat
the wire, bind it with thin wire to a suitable handle for
holding, such as a short length of dowel.

Pour a little borax on to a tin lid or an asbestos mat.
Heat the loop end of the iron wire in a gas flame until
it is red hot, then dip it into the borax. Carry the
borax you have picked up on the loop back into the
flame and heat until it melts into a uniform bead. If
necessary, dip back into the borax powder again to pick
up more borax until you have built up a bead of
reasonable size.

Now put just a pinch of the compound you wish to
test on the asbestos mat and, whilst the bead is still
hot, touch the compound so that just a small particle
is picked up on the bead. Carry the bead back into
the flame and heat strongly. If the compound is that
of any of the six metals listed below it will cause the
bead to turn a distinct, bright colour, positively iden-
tifying the metal concerned.

There is one important point, though. With several
of the metals the colour given to the bead will depend
on which part of the gas flame the bead is heated in.
If heated by the tip of the flame, the flame is said to be
oxidising. If the bead is held in the middle of the
flame, then the flame is said to be reducing. You can
check this by trying two test beads and a copper com-
pound (e.g. copper sulphate again) heated in the two
different parts of the flame. In the oxidising flame the
bead will turn blue, and in the reducing flame the bead
will turn red.

Here is a complete check list for metals you can
identify by the borax bead test.

Simple Home Chemistry

WHAT METAL
IS IT?
“ Boff in  ” conc ludes t h i s
sec t ion  of  Chemica l
I den t i f i ca t i on  s ta r ted
last  mon th

A VAST number of powdered, crystalline and
“ solid ” substances are compounds of metals.

Also, many metallic salts dissolve in water and so you
can have solutions which are, in effect, partly composed
of metals. In many cases metals can be “ recovered ”
direct from such solutions as solids. In other cases,
getting back to the basic metal can be extremely diffi-
cult.

Here is a very simple experiment to demonstrate
metal recovery. All you need is some copper sulphate
crystals, a beaker or jam jar, and an ordinary penknife.
Add about a teaspoonful of copper sulphate to a cupful
of water in the beaker and stir until completely dis-
solved. I t  does not matter if you still have some
crystals remaining undissolved. The main thing is to
make up a nice strong solution which will be blue in
colour.

Into this solution dip the blade of a penknife, and
hold it submerged. If the knife blade is greasy, clean
it first with a little detergent. In a matter of a minute
or so the part of the knife blade immersed in the copper
sulphate solution will turn copper coloured. The iron
of the blade has, in fact, reacted with the copper
sulphate solution to deposit out pure copper on the
blade—a true copper plating, in fact.

Now try another experiment with the remaining
copper sulphate solution. Drop a teaspoonful of zinc
dust into the solution and stir. Once again the copper
will be displaced as the zinc is dissolved. The solution
will lose its colour and red particles of copper will be
deposited out on the bottom of the beaker.

There are several ways in which the “ metal ” con-
tent of a powder or solid can be identified directly.
One of the simplest is to pick up a scrap of powder,
crystal, or solid and hold it in a clear gas flame. If the
flame turns bright yellow, the powder contains the
metal sodium (try common salt, which is a compound
of sodium and chlorine). Now try a crystal of copper
sulphate held in the flame. This will colour it blue or
blue-green. If you have a strontium salt in your stock
of chemicals (such as strontium nitrate), this will
colour the flame crimson red.

Other metallic salts will also produce characteristic
colours when heated in a flame. The effect is weaker
than any of the three above though, and may be masked
by yellow discoloration if a sodium salt is present as an
impurity. In case you ufant to check, here are the
metals whose salts will produce a coloured flame in
addition to those already mentioned: Barium com-
pounds—a yellow-green flame; boron compounds (e.g.
boradc add)—a green flame; calcium compounds (e.g.

Meta l  (compounds)
Co lour  of  bead when  heated in

Ox id i z ing  f lame Reducing flame

Coba l t deep  b lue deep  b lue
Copper b lue red
Chromium green green
I ron ye l low green  o r  ye l low-

ish green
Manganese reddish b rown colourless
N icke l reddish b rown opaque  grey

Do you see a way of distinguishing between a man-
ganese salt and a nickel salt by the borax bead test?
Both heated in the oxidising flame will give a reddish-
brown colour to the bead. If the test is repeated with
the bead heated in the reducing flame, the bead will be
colourless if manganese is present, but will turn grey if
nickel is present.

Of course, for each test you must make a new borax
bead. Just tap the old bead off the wire whilst it is
still hot and start again.

For a further series of tests on metals we need a
charcoal block and a blowpipe. A small hollow is
scooped out of the surface of the charcoal block and a
little of the substance to be tested put in the hollow.
The blowpipe is then used, together with the gas flame,
to direct a very hot flame on to the substance, but be
sure to position the blowpipe so that the heating is
done with the tip of the flame (i.e. an oxidising flame).
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Heating will produce a residue around the small
hollow in the charcoal block, the following results ob-
served identifying the various metals listed.

Residue Meta l  ident i f ied
Whi te  and  dispersed, w i th  a sme l l  of

gar l ic
Whi te ,  no t  dispersed
Dark  orange,  l i gh te r  o range  when  cool
Dark  ye l low ,  ye l low  when  co ld
Dark  ye l low ,  ye l low-wh i te  o r  wh i te

when  cold
Ye l low ,  wh i te  when  cold
In  case of  doubt ,  o r  w i th  no  identi f iabL
the  residue w i th  coba l t  n i t ra te  and  reh<

Arsenic
Ant imony
Bismuth
Lead

T in
Z inc

e results,  mo is ten
•a t  s t rongly .

Co lour  of  res idue Meta l  ident i f ied
D i r ty  g reen
Blue-green
Grass-green
P ink
Blue  and  powdery

Ant imony
Tin
Z inc
Magnes ium
Alumin ium

Now here is a positive method of identifying lead,
tin, or silver. Scoop out another hollow in the charcoal
block, mix the substance with a little powdered sodium
carbonate and heat with the tip of the blowpipe flame.
In the case of salts of any of the three metals men-
tioned, the end result will be a metallic bead of that
metal formed in the hollow. You can identify lead by
the fact that the bead is soft and will mark paper if
rubbed across it. A tin bead will also be soft, but
whiter in colour and will not mark paper. A silver
bead will also be soft and malleable, but will blacken
if moistened and then rubbed on some sulphur. Re-
member to let these metallic beads cool right down
before you try’ to handle them !

Other metal salts heated with sodium carbonate in
the same manner will produce different results: bis-
muth compounds will give a brittle white bead; copper
compounds will give a spongy red mass; iron com-
pounds will give a grey mass which is attracted by a
magnet.

Above, a s imple  method of Copper plating. A steel knife blade
dipped into copper sulphate solution will become coaled with
a thin layer of Copper.  Top  right. Forming a Borax bead, by
dipping a wire loop into Borax powder and heating with a blow-
torch name. Centre,  testing metals with a Name. The  charcoal
used i s  the type sold for  barbecue fuel .  Note  how the heated
powder or  crystals change in colour. Right, a simple test for
presence of metals in salts,  e tc . ,  i s  to heat a little of the sub-
stance in a gas Hame. Certain metals can be identified by  the
colour they g ive  to  they flame. Sec table on opposite page for
colour information when Hame heated and metal compounds.
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This imaginative ** Solar Toy ** by the
Aluminium Company of America Is driven
by the sun’s rays which charge selenium
cells In an aluminium sheet reflector. The
wheels spin and crankshafts rum to create

a display of motion and sound.

Solar
Energy
by H. McDougall

I.(' T

Man has a lways  d r eamed  of ha rness ing  t he  eno rmous  heat of the  sun  t o
work  for h im ,  and  t he  expe r imen t s  repor ted here  show that  t h i s  is now
possible.  A l a rge  number  of  uses  can be  made  of  t he  sun’s grea t  power ,

from the  d is t i l la t ion  of wa te r  to  cook ing .

I F THE power of the sun could be exploited fully, all
A water shortages could be eliminated by desalinisa-
tion of the oceans, the deserts could be made to bloom,
and most forms of power now used would become
obsolete. Contrivances aimed at harnessing solar energy
now intrigue inventors in almost every country in the
world.

On the completely arid Greek island of Symi, 25
miles northwest of Rhodes, an American company has
erected the world’s first commercially operated solar
distillation plant. Glass, or plastic film, supported on
an aluminium structure, forms a solar-operated still
that evaporates salt water and then condenses it. The
still has become the towns’ principal source of fresh
water.

Solar furnace, such as the one installed at Mount
Louis in the French Pyrennees, employ mirrors focused
to a specific point to generate intense heat uncontam-
inated by any kind of fossil fuel.

Solar energy can also be used for refrigeration—a
natural application because it is required most where
the sun is hottest.

At the University of Florida, experiments now being
conducted are aimed at using solar energy to provide
air-conditioning. The hotter the sun, the greater the
flow of cooling air that would be produced.

The potential heat gain from the sun can be calcu-
lated by digital computers, but a sound basic knowledge
of the effects produced by the sun is the first essential
and the Canadian National Research Council has be-
come a primary source of this knowledge.

The Meteorological Branch of the Canadian Depart-
ment of Transport publishes the measured values of
solar radiation falling on horizontal surfaces at about
twenty stations spread across Canada. This informa-
tion relates only to radiation coming directly from the
sun and radiation diffused by the atmosphere. To  cal-
culate total insolation (solar radiation received) the
information must be complemented by simultaneous
measurement of the direct solar beam. This measure-
ment is taken at the National Radiation Centre at
Scarborough, Ontario, and is used throughout the
world.

Canadians are taking a more positive role in solar
research by operating the Brace Research Institute of
McGill University, St. James, Barbados. An entire

A solar engine is driven by the sun’s rays condensed by this
large reflector, designed by Jack Hedger of Lakeside, California.

U.S .A.
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generates a minute amount of electricity. Almost all
satellites use solar cells to power their radio trans-
mitters.

A square yard of flat land receives about 1,000 watts
of power from direct sunlight. Covered with modem
solar cells, this would yield a constant 150 watts of
electrical energy—sufficient to power a television re-
ceiver.

Telephone companies employ solar cells to power
booster amplifiers on long-distance lines; coastal ser-
vices use them to power flashing lamps on channel
buoys. An Emergency Call System installed on por-
tions of the Los Angeles Freeway uses solar-powered
radio transmitters to enable motorists to communicate
with police headquarters.

The amount of power generated depends solely on
the number of cells used. As an experiment, one U.S.
company assembled 10,640 cells onto a 26 square foot
panel and used them to charge batteries powering an
electric automobile.

An elementary solar cell is in use in “ electric eye ”
movie cameras. Sunlight falling on the cell generates
sufficient power to adjust the diaphragm of the camera.

Solar distillation of sea-water, although practical, is
still too expensive in most parts of the world. Finan-
cing for the plant already in operation in Greece was
furnished primarily by a U.S. philanthropist. Daily
output is only about one gallon per day per ten square
feet of solar-operated surface and the high cost of such
installations would prevent their use in many parts of
the world where they are most needed.

Solar refrigeration and air conditioning hold greater
promise. Australia, which must make living conditions
comfortable to attract people to the arid areas away
from the coast, is taking a particularly active interest
in this phase of solar energy experimentation.

Solar-powered water heaters for domestic use are
already employed in many parts of the world but they
cannot, as yet, compete on an industrial scale with
large, efficient oil-fired heaters. Solar-powered air
heaters used for drying and other agricultural uses
have already proven successful but the season during
which they can be used is too short to justify the capital
outlay required for efficient installations.

Possibly the greatest potential for the future lies in
the use of solar cells. As the quantities required in-
crease, their price can be expected to drop. Newer and
potentially cheaper types of solar cells are already
under development.

laboratory is devoted io the exploration of solar and
wind energy in countries where fossil fuels are non-
existent or expensive.

Activities at the laboratory include development of
instruments for measuring daily values of solar radia-
tion, investigations of methods of drying fruit and
vegetables using sun-heated air, and studies of potential
uses of solar distillation to produce potable water. One
of the projects under development is a solar-powered
stove for boiling foods. Many successful portable
cookers have already been devised using umbrella-
shaped reflecting surfaces to concentrate the sun’s rays
at the point where the food is placed but, although
technically successful, they require some skill to oper-
ate. They must be moved about every 15 minutes to
keep the collector pointing at the sun, and this also
involves moving the cooking pot.

To  eliminate the need for constant adjustment and
focusing, a task which cannot be taught to primitive
peoples without considerable effort, the Brace Institute
has developed a cooker that will operate unattended,
although only during those parts of the day when the
sun is nearing its zenith. In Barbados, it begins to
operate by 9 a.m. but cannot be used after 3 p.m.

The cooker uses a solar collector with a simple
reflective surface made from household aluminium foil
glued to curved hardboard. Solar radiation is reflected
on to a finned tube at the focus. One end of the tube
is sealed. The other end leads upward to a double-
boiler type of cooking pot.

When water in the tube reaches boiling point,
bubbles rise in a continuous stream to the cooking pot.
The water surrounding the inner pot never quite boils,
so cooking is slower than it would be in a saucepan
over a hot flame. But various foods such as potatoes,
yams and beans have been cooked satisfactorily and
there appears to be no technical reason why the cooker
would not prove useful to peasants in India and other
underdeveloped countries.

Solar energy provides the obvious solution to rhe
problems of generating power in space, or on the
surface of the moon and other planets. At Denver,
Colorado, a large concentrator is already being used to
provide heat for various types of power unit being
considered for space use. It  is operated as part of a
programme to devise power systems capable of develop-
ing 15 to 75 kilowatts in space.

Solar cells made from selenium or silicon can be
used to tap the sun’s energy. Light falling on the cell

Thii ii  a solar ktill for the distillation of water fixed to a. roof
in New Zealand.

Dr. V. Rhodes and his “ Novoid ’’ solar powered engine at a
display in the U.S .A.

I i wa
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Pushatr completed.  Note how the model is pushed along by  the The finished model disassembled. The wing is retained by
propeller rather than pulled along in  the conventional manner. rubber bands looped over dowel  rods. Decorate your Pushair

Do  not  forget to trim the propeller blade tips. with coloured tissue strips instead of colour dope .

Your full size free plan PUSHAIR
A I5j* wingspan rubber powered free-flight pusher layout model
specially developed for Meccano Magazine readers by Ray Malmstrom.
Follow the step by step photo building instructions for the correct
building sequence. Flying notes and more photos on page overleaf.

Join sides with centre top and bottom cross pieces first.
Check that they are square then add rmaining cross pieces.
Bend undercarriage wire to  shape,  fasten to mount  with

tape and cement for  a firm joint.

> Rub  a candle over plan of fuselage and build fuselage
| sides on  top of each other. When dry  remove from plan

and separate ** carefully ” with a sharp single edge razor
blade, being careful not  to cut into the wood.

Cover cabin with very thin celluloid sheet .  Hold in place
j with pins until set .  Cut nose block in two and form wire

hook. Cut groove in one half for wire then rccement
together making sure the  wire is free.

yg Cover fuselage with lightweight tissue. Trim off excess
with a razor blade. Remove spinner portion of 5 in .  dia.
Kci! Kraft propeller, hold in vice and cut off tips, sand

smooth and balance well .

. .  . '
- . . ,  ■*
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'T’HERE ARE a lot of aeromodellers who think that
models which are different, out-of-the-rut, or un-

usual (pushers, canards, deltas, etc), are more difficult
to trim and fly than the run-of-the-mill, “ wing on top,
prop at the front ” type. This attitude, besides being
quite untrue, results in the hobby being far less excit-
ing, imaginative and forward-looking than it could be.
In aeromodelling, as in so many other worthwhile
activities, variety is (or should be) the very spice of life.
If you are one of those who like a little spice in your
aeromodelling, spend a few hours on this little job.
Pushair, built and powered according to the plan,
should need no flight trimming at all to obtain a satis-
factory flight. Even our conventionally minded brothers
cannot do better than that!

The full-size plan and photo-stages will give you
all the information you need. The usual advice, of
course, applies: build accurately, avoid warps and bal-
ance carefully.

Flying notes
As always, choose a calm day and soft grass for first

tests (though with a pusher you are hardly ever likely
to break a propeller!). With motor unwound, launches
from shoulder height (a gentle push forward; avoid
any tendency to throw the model) should produce a
straight glide of up to 25 ft. before touch-down. Satis-

factory? Good. Now wind on about 250 turns (80
turns approximately on a 3 : 1 geared winder). Remem-
ber to wind the propeller in an ami-clockwise direction
— you have a pusher on your hands! A gentle climb, a
short cruise and a good glide should result. If all has
gone well—and it should—you can steadily step up the
turns, on well-lubricated rubber, to 850 (the rubber
will take it!).  Here, incidentally, a tip. When the
motor has been wound by a winder, add 50-75 turns
by hand before launching. The hand turns give you
that extra “z ip  ” for a good climb. O.K.? Duration?
Well, on a 16 in. loop of J in. strip, it isn’t in the
Wakefield Contest class, that’s for sure. Flights of 25
seconds are common, rock-steady with three-pointer
landings when the surface is smooth. Our best flight
to date is 32 seconds. You can probably beat this—it
shouldn’t be difficult. As a bonus, Pushair flies very
well round-the-pole indoors—something new for those
indoor winter club meets.

Finally, a couple of suggestions for the adventurous.
Why not scale up Pushair by half to 24 in. span? (Fit
a 6 in. diameter propeller, preferably a wide-blade,
free-wheeling job). Performance should be most re-
warding. Secondly, if you really want to go plaices,
how about beefing construction a little (keeping s*pan
to 24 in.), and fitting the great little Cox .010 engine—
it will run backwards quite easily. Well, it’s an idea !
Put a little spice in your aeromodelling!

£ Water shrink fuselage covering; when dry apply one coat
J of clear dope. Dope black tissue windows in place. Bend

propeller drive shaft, assemble as plan and apply clear dope
to it, rubbing down until smooth.

Z Cement wing panels together. Cut “ V ” slots in spars,Q crack wing panels upwards and pin the tips to dihedral
jig# as shown. Now cement all gussets in position. Sand

leading and trailing edges to section shown on plan.

W Trace wing panel from plan. Reverse this tracing and
/ build starboard wing panel over it. Wax plan and build

port wing directly over plan. Do  not add gussets at this
stage, as the wing still has to be “ bent.'*

Q Cover wing. Add 1/32 in. sheet over centre section, waterQ shrink tissue then dope. Pin one wing panel at a time to
board and use small balsa blocks as shown. This stops

warps when clear doping the structure.

J
■r
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00 Gauge Trackside
Construction

BUILDING
A SIMPLE
SIGNAL-BOX

A general view of the  ncar-compktcd signal box .  The kver*
are just visible through the upper  windows,  and are rep resented
simply by  ordinary steel pins stuck into a strip of balsa. The
•* catwalk ” below the windows is an extension of the cabin

floor, and the roof is finished with tile paper.

The picture immediately below shows  the lower part of the
cabin assembled, w i th  the  upper part still ** in the  f iat .”  The
lowermost photograph shows  the construction carried a stage
further, with the  lower part of the model complete with stair-

case and the upper  section in its assembled state.

IJAVING COMPLETED our small country station
(see last month), we thought that the next most

important structure to build would be a signal box.
The materials we used are card, balsa and brick paper,
and the constructional techniques used are exactly the
same as for the station. As you can see from the full-
size drawings, the signal box is fairly typical of many
which can still be seen on the British railway system,
but we must point out that the design is entirely “ free-
lance in other words, it is designed to look typical
and does not faithfully follow any particular existing
signal box. The drawings, therefore, are only meant as
a guide; there is no reason why you should not make
your own “ mods ” on our design.

The base of the signal box is of brick construction,
with the upper “ cabin ” part of timber, and the roof is
tiled. This is probably the most common form of con-
struction, although some boxes are all brick, and others
all timber. As you can see from the photographs, our
model is made, basically, in two halves, the lower
u brick ” section, and the upper “ timber ” section. The
lower part is made first, all four walls being cut from
the card in the form of one single strip, with the
comers scored with a craft knife and bent round later.
Don’t forget to cut out the window apertures before
assembling into " box ” form. It is often easier to cut
windows, doors and similar openings before cutting the
main part from the sheet of card; this way, there is a
much larger area of card to hold still while you cut out
the fiddly bits. Always remember to provide tabs for
gluing; these can be seen clearly in the photographs.

A rectangle of f in. balsa sheet is next cut to fit
exactly inside the card “ box ” of the signal box base
(see picture). This really stiffens the structure, and
keeps the angles of the comers “ right.” Do not glue
the base in place, though, until you have covered the
card with brick paper. You will notice from the pic-
tures that between the upper and lower sections of the
box, there is a kind of gallery or " catwalk ” which
runs along the front of the main windows; this is to
make the window cleaner’s life a little easier. On some
lines, the catwalk was provided with a handrail, but

meccanoindex.co.uk
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many signal boxes (including ours) have none. The
provision or not of a handrail depended on the height
of the structure, or perhaps on the availability of win-
dow cleaners ! The catwalk on our signal box is merely
an extension of the floor of the upper part, and is
just a piece of card cut to shape, with a small pro-
jection from one corner which will become the staircase
“ landing.” This piece of card is glued to another
rectangle of | in. sheet balsa, exactly the same size as
the piece which forms the base of the signal box. In
this way, the floor of the upper part of the box neatly
"plugs  ” into the lower part (see picture). The result-
ing “ box ” is surprisingly strong.

The upper part of the model is made in exactly the
same way as the lower part, only a little more care is
needed in the cutting our of the big windows— it is all
too easy to cut right through the thin dividing pillars.
Thy photograph shows quite clearly what the upper
part looks like in “ the flat.” Planking is represented
by scribing lines on to the card with a small screw-
driver, and this gives a reasonably realistic effect. If
you like the “ planks ” to stand out more, however, it
is a good idea to rule the lines on the card with a ball-
point pen. If the coat of paint you apply is not too
thick (and it shouldn’t be) these lines will show through.
We used both methods at once, and scribed lightly first,
filling in with Biro later. The general effect is quite
convincing, but it is a good idea to experiment first on
odd scraps of card until you find a method to your
liking. The ultimate method of planking, of course, is
to cut out individual planks, and stick them on one by
one. We intend to try it one day !

The upper part of the box is glued to yet another
i in. sheet balsa base. Now you can stand one half on
top of the other, and see the complete model taking
shape. The roof is card, covered with red tile paper,
but there are other things to do before we stick it on.
The first thing is to glaze the windows with thin cellu-
loid sheet, carefully cut to size and fixed inside the
window openings with the minimum possible cement.
Now, as the windows are so large, it is really worth
while doing something about the interior. The best
way to start is to paint the inside of the walls and floor
a dark brown — this improves the view from the outside
enormously. However, as the main function of the
signal box is to provide accommodation for the lever
frame itself, the box could never look truly realistic
without a row of shiny steel levers visible through the
windows. Our answer to this problem was very simple,
as the photograph reveals! The lever frame is simply
a row of pins stuck in a strip of balsa, and glued to
the signal box floor. Although the pins we used are
considerably over scale, and would need a signalman
at least ten scale feet tail to operate them, the general
effect is very realistic when viewed through the win-
dows.

The outside staircase is made up from small squares
of A in. balsa sheet, each stuck to it partner slightly
offset (see picture). The handrail is of card. This really
completes the basic signal box, although the possibili-
ties of super detailing are endless. The interior could
be made complete with coke stove, lamps, block instru-
ments on a shelf, track diagram, table and chair,
signalmen, etc. One thing we have not yet added to our
model is the name board, because we cannot think of
a suitable name. Has anyone any ideas?

The staircase is made from small pieces of balsa sheet stuck to -
gether slightly offset, as the picture shows.  The handrail is
simply cut from card, with the planks scribed on .  In this pic-
ture the  handrail is being held above its final position for

clarity.

1

Left: A piece of I in.  balsa sheet is stuck to  the underside of
the Hoor of the  upper  structure. This  forms a Lid, which fits
snugly into the lower part of the signal box .  For a permanent
join apply cement to  the inside of the signal box's  lower part.
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Special Display Model
MECCANO

MOTOR
CHASSIS

by Spanner

55 59

96

60

72 73
66

this detailed view of the steering mechanism the front off-
wheel  has been removed , while Large Fork Piece 60  has

been disconnected from its vertical Rod.

Tor
side

are obtained from two 4! in. Strips and are attached
to Curved Strip 13 by Angle Brackets.

“ Engine,” clutch and gear box
As the model was designed solely for display pur-

poses, a realistic-looking, but none-the-less imitation,
engine was mocked-up from standard Meccano parts.
Two z |  x in. Flanged Plates 15 are connected by
two 2 4 in. Angle Girders 16 and six 24 in. Strips 17,
placed one on top of the other. Bolted to the vertical
flanges of the Angle Girders are two 24 x 24 in. Flat
Plates 18, secured to the Flanged Plates by Angle
Brackets. The Bolts fixing the rear Angle Brackets to
the corresponding Flanged Plate also fix two 34 x
4 in. Double Angle Strips 19 to the Flanged Plate.
Bolted to the other, free, lugs of these Double Angle
Strips, but spaced from them by three Washers and a
Fishplate 20 on the shank of one securing Bolt and by
three Washers on the shank of the other Bolt, is a
1 4 in. Flat Girder 21, overlayed by a 14 in. Strip. A
34 in. Flat Girder 22 is bolted to the body of each
Double Angle Strip.

Journalled in Flanged Plates 15 is a 34 in. Rod, held
in place by a Collar and a 4 in. Pulley with Boss. Two
Three-way Rod Connectors 23 are mounted on this
Rod and are clamped against the Pulley, by a Collar,
to represent the fan. Also journalled in the Flanged
Plates is a 34 in. Rod, carrying a 1 in. Sprocket Wheel
24 and held in place by a 1 in. Pulley 25 and a 1 in.
Pulley with Rubber Ring 26.

Attached to off-side Flat Plate 18 is a Coupling 27,
in which a in. Rod is fixed. Loose on this Rod and
spaced from the Coupling by two Washers is a J in.
Pulley with Boss, held by a Collar. A 6 in. Driving
Band is passed around this pulley as well as around
Pulley 25 and the “ fan.”

In line with the Rod carrying Pulley 25 but journ-
alled in 14 x 4 in. Double Angle Strip 28, over-
layed by a 1 4 in. Flat Girder, and bolted, along with
a 1 x 4 in. Angle Bracket at each side to Double
Angle Strips 19 is a 2 in. Rod on the forward end of
which a Collar is fixed by two Set Screws. Loose on
the Rod is a i j  in. Flanged Wheel 29 with four Bolts
held by Nuts in its face. When this Flanged Wheel is
pressed against the Rubber Ring, the shanks of the
four Bolts should engage with the Set Screws in the
Collar, disengaging when the Flanged Wheel is with-

rpVERY MONTH we try to give readers an advanced
■* J Meccano model to study and I don’t mind admit-
ting that this can prove pretty difficult at times. Take
it from me, good advanced models are hard to find!
We believe however that we have overcome the prob-
lem—not only for this issue, but also for the next—
thanks to the detailed Motor Chassis featured here.
It  covers two months, by the way, because we do not
have sufficient space in one issue to deal with the whole
model I will therefore describe as much as possible,
here, and finish the description next month.

Many years of experience have shown that a motor
chassis, including genuine working detail such as a gear
box, clutch, differential, etc., is among the most popu-
lar subjects for advanced builders and so I am con-
fident that the model will be well received. It  was
actually built exclusively for display purposes, mounted
on a wooden plinth and driven by chain from an elec-
tric motor hidden inside the plinth. The effect was
excellent.

Chassis
Dealing first with the chassis framework, two longi-

tudinal members are each built up from a 12J in. Angle
Girder 1, extended eleven holes by a i z4  in. Strip 2.
Girders 1 are connected by a in. Strip 3 and a cross
arrangement 4, obtained from four 2 in. Strips bolted
to two 1 in. Comer Brackets, as shown, while Strips 2
are joined by a z j  x 1 in. Double Angle Strip, to
w'hich a 7J in. Angle Girder 5, overlayed by a 74 in.
Strip, is bolted.

Two rectangular arrangements are now each pro-
duced from two 2 J in. Angle Girders 6 and two 74 in.
Angle Girders 7, a 1 in. Comer Bracket being used at
one comer; then the completed arrangements are fixed
to the longitudinal chassis members in the positions
shown, the inner 7 I  in. Girders first overlayed by 74
in. Strips. Bolted to each outside Girder 7 are a 74 in.
Strip 8 and a 2 J in. Strip 9, the latter extended by a
Formed Slotted Strip 10. Strips to  at each side are
joined by a 54 in. Strip n .  A in. Angle Girder,
extended by a 2 J in. Stepped Curved Strip 12, is bolted
to the inside of each Strip 9, then Curved Strips 12
are joined by a 74 in. Curved Strip 13, attached to the
centre of Strip 11 by an Angle Bracket, and by a com-
pound 7 |  in. strip 14, built up from two 4!  in. Strips.
Two 5 in. supports, bolted one to each Angle Girder 1,
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Originally built as a special display model ,  this Meccano Motor
Chassis incorporates all the major features of a real* life motor
chassis; steering, suspension,  clutch,  gear box and differentia].

drawn. A Compression Spring on the Rod, between
the Flanged Wheel and Double Angle Strip 28, keeps
the Wheel in constant contact with the Rubber Ring.

Also mounted on the 2 in. Rod, inside Double Angle
Strip 28, is a i in. Pinion 30 and a 5 in. Pinion 31,

the latter so positioned that the end of the Rod is
inserted in only half the bore of the Pinion. Inserted
in the remaining half of its bore is another 2 in. Rod,
journalled in Flat Girder 21, that carries two 4 in.
Pinions 32 and 33, plus a Universal Coupling 34.

A close-up view of the  clutch and gear box ,  the  latter giving
one reverse and two forward speeds.  The  highly simple dutch

operates extremely well despite its uncomplicated nature.
In thh  close -up  view of the  front of the model ,  construction
of the simulated “ engine *’ and radiator-grille is clearly shown.
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Angle Brackets 44 and by two i j  in. Angle Girders
45, bolted to the lower edges of Flat Plates 18.

Once in position, a clutch pedal is supplied by a
Fishplate 46, bolted to an Angle Bracket held by a Nut
on the shank of a Handrail Support, the head of which
is fixed on a in. Rod journalled in corresponding
Flat Girder 22 and a Collar 47 bolted to appropriate
Angle Girder 7. Fixed on the inside end of the i |  in.
Rod is another Collar carrying a Set Screw in one
transverse tapped bore. When the clutch pedal is de-
pressed, the latter Collar turns, causing the head of the
Set Screw to press against one of two Pawls with Boss
48, mounted on a 3J in. Rod held by Collars in Angle
Girders 1. An imitation accelerator is supplied by a
Fishplate 49 fixed to an Angie Bracket bolted to a
in. Strip which is, in turn, attached by a further two
Angle Brackets to near-by Angle Girder 6.

An exhaust system is built up from an n |  in. Rod
50, bent to shape and held in a Crank 51 bolted to
appropriate Angle Girder 6. Mounted on this Rod is
a silencer represented by two Chimney Adaptors, each
held by two Collars, joined by a Sleeve Piece 52. The
Rod is extended rearwards, via a Rod Connector, by a
0 in. Rod on the end of which another Rod Connector
is fixed to represent the tail pipe.

Front axle and steering arrangement
Two Double Brackets are fixed one to each Angle

Girder 1, and their lugs are connected by two 4 I  in.
Strips 53. One inch Comer Brackets are bolted to the
ends of the Strips, then each pair of Comer Brackets
are joined by a Double Bracket 54 to which a 1 x 1 in.
Angle Bracket is fixed by a Rod Socket 55. Another
1 x 1 in. Angle Bracket 56 is bolted to the vertical lug
of the first Angle Bracket to result in a built-up 1 x
1 in. double bracket, its lugs pointing outwards. Journ-
alled in these lugs is a i |  in. Rod, held in place by a
Collar 57 beneath the lower lug and by a Short Coup-
ling above it. Above the Short Coupling but below the
upper lug of the double bracket are, in order, a Fish-
plate 58, a Washer and a Compression Spring. Note
that the Rod passes through the elongated hole of the
Fishplate.

Two Bolts, on each of which a t j  in. Strip 59 is
loosely held by a Nut, are screwed into opposite tapped
bores of Rod Socket 55. The Nuts will allow the Bolts
to be fixed tight in the bores while still allowing move-
ment of the 1 j in. Strips, the free ends of which are
lock-nutted to a Large Fork Piece 60. Fixed in the boss
of this Fork Piece is another in. Rod, carrying a
loose Crank 61, which passes through the circular hole

Continued on page 160

48
40
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Mounted loosely on a i in, Bolt fixed in Fishplate
20 is a 4 in. Pinion 35 that engages with Pinion 33.

The sliding layshaft is a 3J in Rod that carries a
I in. Pinion 36 and a J in. Pinion 37. These should
be so positioned that, when Pinion 36 is in mesh with
Pinion 30, Pinion 37 meshes with Pinion 32, to give
first gear. By moving the layshaft forward, Pinion 36
should be brought out of mesh with Pinion 30, leaving
Pinion 37 meshing with both Pinions 31 and 32 for
top gear. When the layshaft is moved backwards,
Pinion 37 should disengage Pinion 32 and engage
Pinion 35, while Pinion 36 is still in mesh with Pinion
30, to give reverse gear.

A gear-change lever is provided by a 1 in. Rod 38,
held in a Rod Socket attached to the short lug of a
1 x J in. Angle Bracket, lock-nutted to one Flat
Girder 22 and extended three holes by a in. Strip.
Another 2J in. Strip 39 is lock-nutted to the other Flat
Girder 22, then its lower end is connected to the first
Strip by a 1 in. Screwed Rod in a Threaded Boss 40,
fixed to Strip 39. Half-inch Bolts held by Nuts in the

in. Strips engage between Pinions 36 and 37.
Before the engine and gearbox unit is fitted to the

chassis an imitation exhaust manifold is added. Two
Handrail Supports 41 and a Coupling 42 are fixed to
left-hand Flat Plate 18, then the Handrail Supports
are joined to the Coupling, as shown, by two Flexible
Coupling Units 43, one of which is extended by a Rod
Connector fitted over a 1 in. Rod held in the Coupling.
The finished unit is attached to the chassis by 1 x } in.

8352

53
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Another view of the gear box as seen from
beneath shown at the head of this page.
The correct adjustment of Pinion 35 is
critical and may take a little time to get

just right.

An underside view, at left, of the model
showing the layout and construction of the
main chassis members. Pay particular
attention to the two rectangular “ box ’*

members.

meccanoindex.co.uk



BEATTIES
of London

FOR TRAINS - CARS - BOATS - MECCANO
HEAD OFFICE and MAIL  ORDER

IS Broadway, Southgate, London, N .M .
112 High Holborn, London, W.C ,I .  28 Corporation Street. Manchester

Opposite Holborn Tube Station
ALL  SHOPS OPEN 9 -6  SATURDAY

R.346 STEPHENSON S ROCKET’ TRAIN

THE BEATT IE  SHOPS ALWAYS CARRY VERY LARGE STOCKS OF THE POPULAR TR I  ANG-HORNBY
RAILWAY SYSTEMS SO THAT THEY CAN SUPPLY V IS ITORS WITH WHAT THEY NEED TO GET
THE BEST OUT OF THEIR  MODEL RAILWAYS. SUPPL IES  ARE SOMETIMES D IFF ICULT  DUE
TO PRODUCTION PROBLEMS BUT IF  IT  IS  AVAILABLE  BEATT IES  NORMALLY HAVE IT  AND
YOU CAN ORDER WHAT YOU WANT FROM OUR SOUTHGATE MAIL  ORDER DEPARTMENT TO BE
SENT ANYWHERE IN  THE WORLD.

TRACK

PLAN 2

EXPANDING A TRIANG RAILWAY

by S.N. Beattie

We have a new brochure on
expanding a TRIANG RAILWAY
by five easy stages. It is
FREE with a price list of
all you need. Send us a
large stamped addressed
envelope to SOUTHGATE.

SEND FOR THE SUPER-A

SELECTED TRAIN SETS
RS51 FREIGHTMASTER 112/3
RS52 BLUE PULLMAN 110/-
RS 9 INTER-CITY EXPRESS 129/-
RS24 PICK-UP GOODS 66/6
R346 STEPHENSONS ROCKET 48/9

PLAN BOOK -A ' -  POST 9D

WANTED FOR CASH
To maintain good stocks at our wonderful secondhand shops at 1 12, High Holborn and 10,
Broadway, Southgate, N.M,  we need a continuous flow of good equipment. This is a chance
to turn unwanted toys, etc., into cash, or to buy things you want at an advantageous price.

We pay from I / -  upwards for Dinkys and Corgis and 9d. for Matchbox toys in good con-
dition. We  want any amount of TRI-ANG SUPER-4 TRACK and will pay up to half list
price for everything except double curves, small radius which we value at 6d. each only.

We pay half list price for current TRI-ANG HORNBY locomotives, WRENN “ OO  ”
locomotives in tip-top condition, and a fair price for HORNBY 2 and 3-rail locomotives
according to condition. We do not want old Trix locomotives, and we only take Hornby
3-rail track IN  PART EXCHANGE.

Send us what you have to sell or exchange, we do not give valuations without seeing the
goods. The “ BEATTIE EXCHANGE ” free for large stamped envelope explains how you
can use your unwanted items to get Trains — Cars — Boats and Meccano or even a
Transistor radio or  tape recorder.

KINDLY MENTION “MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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WRENN
HO OO LOCOMOTIVES
These locomotives like
the old Hornby Dublo
models are made to
the highest standard.

Triang couplings are
fitted but there is
a hornby type set in
each box.
4*6-0 CARDIFF CASTtE Price £5.17.0.
2-6-1 B.R. TANK Price £5. 7.0.

2 0 8F FREIGHT Price £6. 2.0.

EVERYTHING
FOR 00  & IT

CHANGE TO GEM TRACK!

MARKLINPLAYCRAFT
BUILDING KITS

OO  HO
BRIT ISH RAILWAY

WARSHIP CLASS
DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE
Here is a British type
loco for the MARKLIN
collector & a powerful
2-rail D.C. model for
the ordinary British
railroader.

Fine control at slow
speeds, low centre of
gravity for safe, fast
running & the usual
MARKLIN power factor.
PRICES TO 28 FEB
MARKLIN AC model 130/-
HAMO 2-rail DC 130/-

Send S.A.E. for new
MARKLIN PRICE LIST.

PLAYCRAFT BUILDING KITS
ARE EASY TO MAKE-UP AND
MOST ATTRACTIVE. THE COST
IS LOW. TRY A SELECTION
AND MAKE YOUR LAYOUT
LIVE.

GEM plastic-based TT
& 00 trackwork suits
most 2 rail systems.
I t  can be supplied
for cash or in PART
EXCHANGE for other
types of track. See
"BEATTIES EXCHANGE"

BIO Fir Trees 2/-
BI72 Single Tunnels 2/-
B176 Stone Walls 2/-
BSO Lighting Uni t  2.6
B387 Bridge Piers 2/-
B388 Extension Piers 2/-
B70 Lamp Standard 3/-
B7I Lamp Pendant 3/-
B3O7 House Under Construction

3/-
B3I5 Half-Timbered House 3/-
B3 16 Cottage 3/-
B392 Bungalow 3/-
B394 Framed House 3/-
B326 Signal Box 4 -
B327 Signal Box 4 -
B33 1 Goods Shed 4/-
B336 Esso Garage 4/-
B34I Bungalow 4/-
B342 House 4/-
B343 Cafe 4/-
B346 Florists House 4/-
B382 Girder Bridge 4/-
B384 Stone Bridge 4/-
0383 Curved Bridge 4 -
B393 Thatched Cottage 4 ' -
B338 Church 6/-
B344 House and Garage 6 -
B348 Farmhouse 6/-
B390 House and Shop 6/-
B30I Yard and Crane 7 6
B370 Bletchley Station 7 6
B303 Office Block 16/-
B3O5 Hopper Loader 16/-
B32I Operational Water Mi l l  16 -
B37I Macclesfield Station 16/-

GEM "TT" TRACK 6/-
POINTS 13/-
CROSSINGS 13/-

GEM. "OO" TRACK 6/6
POINTS 14/3

gauge
’’LIMA" N GAUGE by WRENN
has changed the whole
pattern of "miniature
railway modelling". At
first it was only the
specialist who turned
to "N" gauge but the
low price of "LIMA" N
with the Britsh type
sets has altered every
thing and at the mom-
ent it is not clear
where "N" gauge is
going.

LIMA comes from Italy
and the prices must go
up at the turn of the
year but we hope to be
able to keep present
prices until 15th Jany.

GOODS SET 80/-
PASSENGER SET 80/-

PLAYCRAFT
INTRODUCE  “OO9”

009 is NARROW GAUGE 00
and the first complete
system was EGGERBAHN.
Now we have the narrow
gauge by PLAYCRAFT at
most attractive prices.

GOODS SET with track
59/6

PASSENGER SET do 72/6

Spares prices etc for
S.A.JE. *

RAIL JOINERS 3/6
INSUL: do 2/-
OMEGA WIRES 3 ABOUT

BASEBOARDS
The modern track must be fixed
to a good baseboard. The realistic
plastic sections are excellent but
they soon break down i f  you take
the crack to pieces a few times.
Get a plan like PLAN 5, get a
Beatiboard for a baseboard and
fix your track permanently so
that the electricity wi l l  flow
smoothly and your Trains w i l l
run without trouble.
BEATIBOARDS:

4 ft. x 2 ft. 8 in. 27/6
6 ft x4 f c .  60/-
8 ft. x 4 ft. 80/-

Delivery charge in England 20/-.
TRESTLE KITS each (Post 5/-) 30/-.

GEM FLEXIBLE FENCING
48" coil TT & 00 4/-

WATER CRANE
for steam
loco depots

TT 5/-
00 5/3PLAYCRAFT

PLAYCRAFT ROLLING STOCK
IS FITTED WITH HORNBY-TYPE
COUPLINGS & WILL RUN ON
MOST 2’RAIL TRACKS.
P756 Trans-Europe Set 121/-
P836 Pacific Locomotive 73 -
P837 D6100 Diesel Loco. 52 9
P843 T.E.E. Locomotive 80 6
P852 Panoramic Rail-Car 62 9
P8S3 B.B. Diesel Loco 66 -
P8S4 C.C. Electric Loco 70 -
P654 Transporter & 6 Cars 10 4
P860 Dining Car 10 8
P86 1 Pullman Car 12 2
P862 Sleeping Car 10 8
P863 Channel Ferry Car 10 8
P864 T.E.E. Coach 13 8
P865 T.E.E. Luggage Car 13 2
P454 Op.  Mall Set 25 2
P660 Op.  Hopper Wagon Sec 12 8
P663 Op. Crane Wagon Set 58 3
P686 Girder Bridge 7 7
P68I Incline Pier K i t  3 7
P728 Engine Shed—2-rail 15 9
P7205 Goods Shed & Platform 19 2

Everyone needs the
DERMIC OILER
Ideal for the
lubrication of
all small
mechanisms

each
(useful too for
applying flux)

GOODS
YARD
CRANE
all metal
00 kit

7/6

UNIVERSAL POINT LEVER

suitable for
all points
requiring a
3/16" throw

3/-

GEM GROUND SIGNALS OO
Unfortunately Playcraft
Railways are made in
France and their prices
must rise soon. We hope
to maintain these prices
until 28th February

GEM BUFFER STOP KIT
00 3/6 TT 3/6

half disc or semaphore
6/6 each

SAVE MONEY AT BEATTIES
KINDLY MENTION MECCANO MAGAZINE"  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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billing boats
Building model boats has been
a favourite hobby for many,
many years but since we have
had the benefit of beautiful
wooden kits by BILLING and
other continental manufact-
urers, the hobby has grown
enormously .

MERCANT1C

NEPTUN

NEWS FROM AIRFIX
THE LATEST TRIUMPH FROM
THE FANTASTIC MR 2G5 MONTE CARLO SET

Hand contratiara, ctaah
barriers, enough track far »n
18fl  11 n l layout Hare
is ft rw  arid thrilling
Airfik motor racing
ttuifiT—® matter ■
piece of modelling

Including a 3 dimensional breath-taking hi l l
climb, just l ike the real thing.
Tortuous, climbing hair- n<n bonds fait descent sc*n«c in supports
—you have all ttiu thrills a t  Monte Cado here as vOu send your green end
red1 mini Coopers jpBedmd on  their way.

complete with 2 mini coopers £10. 19.11
l/32nd scale with
new slimline motor

kit 45/-
B.R.M. - FERRARI -
PORSCHE CARRERA -
ASTON MARTIN DB5

CLUBMAN
SPECIAL

CO/VSTFiUCriOM
KITS

Most people start with the
"GINNA" the famous North
Sea Cutter which was known
as the M.F.V - Motor Fishing
Vessel during the war and
used for every conceivable
purpose from fishing to fire
fighting.

Boat building is a skilled
operation. You have to read
plans and take infinite time
and patience to get the sort
of result that is a perman-
ent pleasure.

READY-TO-RACE 53/3

B.R.M. & FERRARI
NEW ADDITIONS TO THE STANDARD

'READYTO RACE’ RANGE WITH NEW HIGH l REV  MOTOR SANTA MARIAThe A IRHX
MRRC Vanuhla

Speed Controller.
Ideal for cooipnb-
l ion facing i&or
30  oftmi. 1 D, 3d.
ofleh

NORTH SEA CUTTER 60/6
HJEJLEN 77/3
JYLLAND 101/6
DANNEBROG 66/-
LILLA DAN 73/9
DANMARK 101/6
NEPTUN 80/-
ZWARTE ZEE 101/6
MERCANT1C 106/6
SANTA MARI 60/6
NORSKE LION 155/-
WASA 80/3
PROGRESS 97/-

USE SOME OF YOUR
UNWANTED ITEMS

DINKYS
CORGIS

CHANGE NOW TO

FARISH FORMOWAY TRACKMATCHBOX TOYS
TRI-ANG-HORNBY

TRI-ANG IT
TRIX & MINITRIX

WRENN OO & N GAUGE
*SCALEXTRIC TRACK

AIRFIX TRACK
REVELL TRACK

BILLING FITTINGS are superb.
Sometimes the fitting kits
are more costly that the
boat kits but you get value
for money. Holborn stock
all the BILLING FITTINGS &
they can be ordered by post.

£nna  a in i ujLn.a ns  a a a r i  n
i nn jHHi in in i inmi !'5 s a fl fl 3 a t  am 3 J ; fl a a a a a fl xa r f

FORMOWAY TRACK Truly flextble without stress
or distortion. Can be laid without cutting or prepara-
tion. Rads and Bioepors exactly match Formaway
paintwork. Per yard 5/1Id .

BILLING BOATS
have been increased in
price, but we will accept

FORMOWAY TRACK IS MADE FOR
THE SCALE ENTHUSIAST AND
FOR THE ORDINARY MODELLER,
SEND A S.A.E. FOR PRICES

orders as above up to
28th February from

MECCANO READERS

TO BUY THE GOODS YOU
WANT

3 WAY POINT The only scale Three Way Points Tn
lhe world. A mast ingenious and fascinating space
sawet. 2 radius. Each 32/1d.♦ONLY PLEXYTRACK

ORDER YOUR M.A .P .  BOOKS a GIBBONS CATALOGUES FROM 112  HIGH HOLBORN OR BY POST
KINDLY MENTION MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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8RITA IH  S LARGEST
MODEL RETAIL  AND MAIL  ORDER

ORGANISATION
\ Head  Office
THE BROADWAY , SOUTHGATE, LONDON, N

(5-shops  4 Ma i l  Orde r  Dep t )
112  HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W C 1

(2 - shops  op :  Holbcrn Tube S tn )
28  CORPORATION STREET, MANCHESTER 4

WE ARE BACKING BRITAIN
We are holding our prices

down as much as we
can until 28th February

TO MECCANO READERSALL SHOPS open ALL DAY SATURDAY

TRAINS - CARS - BOATS - MECCANO - THESE ARE OUR SPECIAL IT IES  AND WE OFFER A
UNIQUE SERVICE AT  OUR WONDERFUL SHOPS OR BY  MAIL  ORDER. IF  YOU CANNOT V IS IT
HOLBORN - SOUTHGATE OR MANCHESTER, SEND YOUR ORDERS BY  POST OR WRITE FOR
SPECIAL IST  L ITERATURE ENCLOSING A LARGE,  STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

“LIVE STEAM”
WORLD-WIDE
MECCANO

COLLECT
MIN I  TANKS
AND
PLAY
WAR GAMES

HO MIL ITARY VEHICLES
101  Shennan Tank 1 /6
102 Pan the r  1 /6
103  S t a l i n  111  1 /6
104  S .P .  Gun 2 /6
105 BBrarn AA Gun 2 /6
107 1V/F2 Tank  2 /6
108 1V/H Tank 2 /6
109 AAA Gun 2 /6
110  Se l f  -p rop :  2 /6
106 1V/F1  Tank 2 /6
111  S .P .  AAA Gun 2 /6
112  37  mm AAA 2/6
114  La  Cros se  Ms.  3 / -
113  Hon:  John 3/9
115  2S ton  Truck  2 /6
116  do  2 /6
118  Assau l t  Boa t  6
117  Comb: Group
118  L i f e  Be l t s
119  8"  Howi tze r  2 /6
120  "Long Tom" 2 /6
121  120  AA Gun 3 / -
122  Arm: Car  1/6
123  do  1 /6
124  do  1 /11
125  Trans fe r s  1 /6
125A S igns  e t c  1 / -
126 Ha l f  Track 1 /6
127  do  1 /11
128  do  1 /11
129  Sea rch l igh t  1 /6
130  Sound De t :  1 /11
131  Rocket Ca r  : 1 /11
132  Obstacles 1 /6
133  T ige r  11  2/6
134  11 /182  2 /6
135  SP  Howi tze r  2 /6
136  155  Gun 2 /6
137  175  Gun 3 / -
138  Recovery v .  2 /6
139  do  2 /6
140  do  2/6
141  Ar t :  Group 1 /6
142A Jeep  1 /6
143  Jeep  a Gun 1 /6
144  Jeep 4 A .T .G1 /6
145  do  1 /6
146  Ord :  Truck 2/6
147  Dump Truck 2 /6
148  Wate r  Truck 2 /6
149  T ra i l e r s  2 /6
151  Assau l t  do  1 /11
152  Cargo Tra i l s :
153  IT  4 1ST 2 /6
154  Parade  Gp .  1 /6
155  "Centur ion"  2 /6
156  Conqueror  3 / -
157  S .P .  Gun 3 / -
158  S .P .  Howi t z :3 / -
159  “Wease l "  1 /11
160  Russian T 2 /6
161  do  2 /6
162  do  2 /6
163  do  2 /6
164  Van T ra i l e r  2 /6
165  Tank do  2/6
166  S t ake  do  2 /6
167  Van Trac tor  3 /9
168  Fue l  Tank 3 /9
169  Cargo Trac t .  3 /9
170 T ige r  1 Tk 2 /6
171  T .  Des t royer2 /6
172  T .  Leopard 2 /6
173  T Des t roye r  2/6
174  German Tk 2 /6
175  do  2 /6

"WORLD WIDE"  MECCANO SERVICE
SETS AND SPARES AVAILABLE  AT
ALL  BEATT IE  SHOPS AND FROM
OUR 'BY  RETURN MAIL  ORDER
SERVICE.
"MECCANO" is an engineering
masterpiece* It provides fun
& instruction for junior and
a ready means of construction
for all kinds of industry.

BEATTIES PROVIDE THE SPARES
every MECCANO user needs and
supplies them quickly to any
part of the world.

See the SELF-SERVICE displays
of MECCANO spares at HOLBORN
and SOUTHGATE. They help you
to see what you need.

ADD
3d. in 1/-
to PRICES
SHOWN

IF WE HAVE NO "LIVE STEAM" LOCOMOTIVES
WE CAN OFFER THE NEXT BEST THING. 176  Assau l t  G 2 /6

177  do  2 /6
17S  M4 Trac to r  2 /6
179/80  Tank

Transporter  4 /9
181  M6o Tank 2 /6
182  M1O3 Tank 3/-
183  Howl t i e r  1 /6
165  Pine Trees 1 /11
156  Howitzer 2/6
187  do  2 /6
169  Dump Truck 2 /6
190 Transpor t  2/6
191  Gun Ca r r i e r  2 /6
192  Cargo Truck 3/-
193  Wrecking

Truck 3/-
197  Br idge  only  1/6
194  Ho l s t  Winch 2/6
195  Fue l  Tanker  4 /3
196  Pontoon Tr .  4 /3
198  Jeep & Gun 1/11
200 "Ch ie f t a in"  2 /6
201  Med:  Tank 2 /6
202  Sherman 2 /6
203  Scou t  Car 1 /11
205 Destroyer  2 /6
207  Med:  Tank 2 /6
208  AA Gun M42 2 /6
209  Ca r r i e r  2 /6
210  Mor ta r  Ca r .  2 /6
211  Ca r r i e r  2 /3
212  do  2 /3
213  do  2 /3
214  do  1 /11
215  Ambulance 1 /11
216  Obse rva t ion l /11
217  Mor t a r  Ca r . 1 /11
216  Ten t s  e t c :  1 /6
219  Br idge  Lay :  4 /9
220  Med: Tank 2/6
221  Med :  Tank 2/6
222  A l iga to r  Br idge

Truck 5 /6 .
223  Ambulance 2 /6*
224 Dodge Truck 2 /6
225  ca rgo  Truck 2 /6
226  corona. Car 2/6

“OLD SMOKY”
THIS IS A FABULOUS MODEL OF A STEAM ROLLER
WITH QUITE REMARKABLE DETAIL. IT LOOKS
LIKE BEING "THE MODEL OF THE YEAR".
YOU CAN  SEE "OLD  SMOKY" AT OUR HOLBORN,
SOUTHGATE AND MANCHESTER SHOPS, OR
ONE WILL BE SENT YOU ON SEVEN DAYS
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH,

NEXT LOT  WILL
BE 15 GNS. POST 5/.

VALUE FOR MONEY
SEND US A LARGE

ENVELOPE
WITH A 6d. STAMP

The MAMOD range of steam engines,
listed below, provides LIVE STEAM
at low cost. The stationary type
is ideal for driving your MECCANO
models or, through the Lineshaft,
a workshop full of fascinating
tools and machines.

We  will send you a selection
of interesting and up-to-date

leaflets free of charge.

Mamod
STEAM ENGINES
Minor  No 1 35/9

Ho 2 46 /3
S-  E .  1 56 /3

2 68 /9
3 108 /3

Mar ine  M.L . l  56 /3
M.E .3  56 /3

Steam Ro l l e r  99 /9
Trac t ion  Lng lne l l3 /3
Po l i sh ing  Mach :  8 /11
Gr ind ing  Mach ;  8 /11
Power  Hammer 9 /11
Power  P re s s  9 /11
L inesha f t  17 /11
Dr iv ing  Bund 11

PLEASE
WRITE CLEARLY THE MOST

POPULAR
MAMOD MODEL

113/3 post 3/6
send  l a rge  stamped
A add re s sed
enve lope  for  FREE
i l l u s t r a t ed  Price
L i s t  t, Orde r  form.
We s tock the  range
a t  a l l  shops .

HOLBORN-SOUTHGATE-MANCHESTER

KINDLY MENTION MECCANO MAZAGINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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GREAT
ENGINEERS No. 2
GUGLIELMO MARCONI

(1874-1937) Jgj
w

by A .  W .  Neal

Marconi early in his momentous career in 1896
with some early experiment.

Photo Courtesy: The Marconi Company Ltd .

A/TARCONI WAS born at Bologna and was the
second son of an Italian country gentleman. His

mother, Annie Jameson, was from Wexford, Ireland.
He was privately educated and in his youth took a keen
interest in physical and electrical science. He began
laboratory experiments at his father’s estate at Pon-
tecchio in 1895, and succeeded in sending wireless
signals over a distance of half a mile.

In 1896 he brought his apparatus to England and
during that year was granted the first patent for a
system of wireless telegraphy. The following year he
demonstrated his system in London, on Salisbury Plain
and across the Bristol Channel. In that year he also
formed The Wireless Telegraph & Signal Company.
In the same year ¢1897) he was showing the Italian
Government how signals could be sent over a distance
of twelve miles. About this time he erected permanent
wireless stations on the Isle of Wight, at Bournemouth,
and later at Poole, Dorset.

In 1900 he was granted a patent for “ tuned or
syntonic telegraphy,” and twelve months later trans-
mitted the first wireless signals across the Atlantic from
Poldhu, Cornwall, to St. John’s, Newfoundland. By
1902 he was transmitting complete messages to Poldhu
from Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, and later Cape Cod,
Massachusetts. He continued to develop his system
until he was, in 1914, commissioned in the Italian
Army, from which he was transferred to the Navy.
During his service he continued his experiments with
short wave radio. After further tests by his collabora-
tors in England, he conducted a series of trials between
his experimental apparatus at Poldhu and his yacht
Elettra cruising in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.
These operations lead to the beam system for long-
distance communication. In 1926 the first beam station
was opened linking England and Canada.

In 1931 Marconi began research into still shorter
waves, these investigations resulting in the first micro-
wave radio telephone links between the Vatican City
and the Pope’s residence at Castel Gandolf. In 1934
he was demonstrating his microwave beacon for the
navigation of ships at sea, and he demonstrated the
principal of radar, the future of which he had fore-
seen in 1922.

The Wireless Telegraph & Signal Company Ltd.
which he established in 1897 was renamed Marconi’s
Wireless Telegraph Company Limited and in 1963 was
renamed The Marconi Company Limited, the title
under which it trades today.

Marconi’s death came on July 20th, 1937, in Rome.
Guglielmo Marconi was not the inventor of wireless,

since the scientific theories were known and instru-
ments were used by many famous men working in this
field. Marconi was the first to put these theories and
instruments to use for the specific purpose of develop-
ing a new means of communication. His was the first
practical wireless system, and radio as it is used now
had its beginnings in his early apparatus. It would be
more correct to say that Marconi was the “ father *’ of
wireless.
A replica of Marconi’s first wireless transmitter which he used
in Italy in 1895, showing spark gap (left) ,  induction coil and
sheet copper aerial.

Photo Courtesy: The Marconi Company Ltd
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Angle Girder; then the compound girders are connected
at one end by a in. Angle Girder 2 and at the
other by a in. Flanged Plate 3.

Bolted to each Girder 1, as shown, are two 74 in.
Angle Girders 4, joined at the top by a 4J in. Angle
Girder 5 and, six holes down, by a 4!  in. Strip 6. The
centres of Girder 5 and Strip 6 at one side are joined
by a 3 in. Strip 7, Girders 5 at each side then being
connected by a s i  x | in. Double Angle Strip 8 while
Strips 6 are connected by another, similar, Double
Angle Strip 9

Bolted between opposite Girders 4 at each side are
two s i  x h n - Double Angle Strips and two 9 i  in.
Angle Girders 10 which project a distance of six holes
in one direction only. Attached to the projecting part
of these Girders is a 7 x 2 J in. compound flat plate
11, obtained from two 4¾ x 2 in. Flat Plates. The
Bolts securing the plate to the Angle Girders also fix
in place four x | in. Double Angle Strips 12, the
upper lugs of which provide anchoring points for a
5 i  x*2i in. Flat Plate 13. Inside Angle Girder 10 is

33

VARIABLE LINE PATTERN
Another in the Meccanograph machine series by  SPANNER

| N MECCANO Magazine over the years we have
1 featured various types of designing machines. These
have included straight-forward “ Meccanographs,”
producing completely circular patterns, and even a more
complicated “ Spiralograph ” where the chosen pattern
spirals to the centre of rhe material on which it is
being drawn. Thanks to Mr. H .  Rewar we are now
able to expand the series with an interesting model
which I have titled a “ Variable Line Pattern
Machine.” Although this may sound rather com-
plicated, it is, in fact, a machine that draws “ wavy ”
lines, but, before you dismiss it as being beneath your
interest, let me say that with skill and practice, some
very intricate designs can be produced.

To  get down to actual construction, however, two
17 in. compound angle girders 1 are each built up from
a i 2 i  in. Angle Girder extended nine holes by a 5 j in.

joined to Flanged Plate 3 by two 12J in. Angie Girders
14, bracing between the Plate and Girders being
supplied by two 4!  in. Strips.

Having dealt with the general framework, we now
come to the pen arm mounting. A in. Angle Girder
is fixed to Girders 14, through their fourteenth holes,
by I in. Bolts, two Washers on the shank of each Bolt
serving as spacers between the Girders. Two Rod
Sockets, carrying 2 in. Rods 15, are fixed one in each
end hole of the 5 !  in. Girder, then a Slide Piece is
mounted on the top of each Rod. Held in these Slide
Pieces is a 9¾ in. Strip in one end hole of which a
Threaded Pin 16 is fixed and to the underside of which
is bolted a Double Arm Crank 17, its boss coinciding
with the eleventh hole in the Strip, counting from the
Threaded Pin end.
Gearing and drive

As this model is hand-driven, we are saved any
complications involved in fitting a motor, but a fairly
detailed gearing system must still be included to con-
vert the single input drive to the two output move-
ments, one controlling the work-table and the other
rhe pen arm. A 4 in. Rod 18, carrying a 60-teeth Gear
is journalled in Double Angle Strips 8 and 9, being
held by a Collar and a Double Arm Crank extended
by a 3 in. Strip 19. The Gear Wheel meshes with a
Jn in. Pinion on a 3 in. Rod also journalled in Double
Angle Strips 8 and 9 and carrying, in addition to the
Pinion, a i j  in. Contrate Wheel 20 and a Short
Coupling 21, the latter loose on the Rod, but prevented
from rising up it by a Collar.

Free in the longitudinal bore of the Short Coupling
is a in. Rod journalled in one Strip 7 and a 2 in.
Strip 22 attached to Flat Plate 13 by a Trunnion.
Mounted on the Rod are a J in. Pinion 23 in mesh with
Contrate 20, a Collar against Strip 7, a J in. Pinion 24
and a Faceplate 25 in which a Threaded Pin is fixed
Above, a close-up view of the pen arm and work table.
Spanner used a ball-point refill for the pen which was kept in
contact with the work table by a Compression Spring. Left,
the “ business ** end of the machine showing the general layout
of the gearing and drive mechanism. Note the Driving Band
which keeps the pen arm connecting strip located between

Bush Wheels 30.

25
24
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We are now left with the work-table which consists
of a block of wood approximately 4$ in. long by 34
in. wide by 1 in. thick, to the underside of which a

x 2 j  in. Flanged Plate 32 is fixed with small wood
screws. The Flanged Plate slides on the vertical
flanges of Angle Girders 14, four guides being pro-
vided by four Reversed Angle Brackets beneath the
Plate. Bolted to the top of the Flanged Plate, at one
end, is a Double Arm Crank in the boss of which a 1 in.
Rod 33 is held. This Rod is connected to a Threaded
Pin fixed in the end of Strip 19 by a 6 in. compound
strip 34, obtained from a 1} in. and a 5 J in. Strip,
Collars holding the strip in place.

Finally, the marking instrument (we used a ball-
point pen refill) is carried loose in the boss of Double
Arm Crank 17, the point being held against the work-
table by a Compression Spring between the Crank and
the point.

e
.

Jh * .

7¾ .

26

29

to serve as a handle. Pinion 24 meshes with another
1J in. Contra te Wheel on a 3!  in. Rod held by a Collar
in Flat Plates 11 and 13. Also mounted on this Rod,
between the Plates, are a 50-teeth Gear Wheel 26 and
a 1 in. Gear 27, the former engaging with a j in.
Pinion 28 and the latter with another 1 in. Gear 29,
both on a 3 in. Rod, at the top of which two 8-hole
Bush Wheels 30 are secured. Note that both Gears 26
and 27 cannot be used to transmit the drive at the same
time. One must be loose on its Rod while the other
is fixed in mesh. The design of the pattern will, of
course, vary according to which Gear is in use.

Engaging between Bush Wheels 30 is a 7½ in. Strip
31, extended by a 2 in. Slotted Strip and pivotally
held by Collars on a 3 in. Rod mounted in the boss
of a Double Arm Crank bolted to compound flat
plate 11, Threaded Pin 16 engages in the slot of the
Slotted Strip. Bolts are inserted in the holes in the
faces of Bush Wheels 30 and Strip 31 is held against
these by the tensioning action of a 2 j  in. Driving Band
slipped over both the Strip and a j in. Bolt held by
Nuts in nearby Girder 4. Alterations in the movement
of the pen arm are effected by changing the number
and positions of the Bolts in Bush Wheels 30.

PARTS REQUIRED

Above, a general view of (he completed Variable Line Pattern
Machine for producing “ wavyline ” designs. Right, a close-up
view showing the gearing transferring the drive to the pen arm
oscillator cam. Note that Gear 27 must be left free on its rod

when Gear 26 is in mesh with Pinion 28, and vice versa.
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An interesting model  of a Dumper Truck
built with Meccano Outfit No .  4 .  Feature*
include simple working steering and a

tipping hopper.

TRY
THIS
DIDDY
DUMPER.

A mode l  that  can be  const ruc ted from a No .  4 Outf i t  by  SPANNER

able term, “ diddy ” (with apologies to Ken Dodd)
Dumper illustrated in the accompanying pictures. If
you decide to try it, all you require is a bit of spare
time and Outfit No. 4.

Chassis
It  is best to begin construction with the chassis. Two

s j  in. Strips i are connected by three 2 ]  X J in.
Double Angle Strips 2, to the foremost two of which
is bolted a 4!  X 4 in. compound flat plate 3 obtained
from two 4I X 2j  in. Flat Plates overlapped two holes.
Before going any further, however, the engine housing
should be added, being difficult to fit at a later stage.
Each side of the housing consists of a 2j  X z j  in.
Flexible Plate 4, extended by a z j  X in. Triangular
Flexible Plate, and the sides are joined by a 2 J X i in.
Double Angle Strip 5, to which are bolted two 2¾ X

in. Plastic Plates, themselves joined by an Obtuse
Angle Bracket. Fixed by one flange to the front end of
the upper Plate is a 2 |  X in. Flanged Plate to
which a 4 |  X z j  in. compound plastic plate 6 is
bolted. Obtained from two z j  X 2J in. Plastic Plates,
this compound plate is also attached to Flexible Plates
4 by Angle Brackets. An exhaust pipe is represented
by a 2 in. Rod 7 carried in a right-angled Rod and
Strip Connector bolted to one Plate 4.

Before fixing the completed housing in place, it is
advisable to fit the catch which will later hold the
hopper in the travelling position. It consists of a Rod
and Strip Connector 8, extended by a Fishplate, lock-
nutted to the upper 2 J X in. Plastic Plate. A 3J in.
Rod 9 is held in the Rod and Strip Connector. When
this has been done, the housing is fixed to compound
flat plate 3 by an Obtuse Angle Bracket, bolted to
Double Angle Strip 5, and the lower flange of the
above-mentioned 2}  X in. Flanged Plate, compound
plastic plate 6 also being connected to compound flat
plate 3, in this case by an ordinary Angle Bracket.

At this stage, the steering system can be added to
the model. Two Double Brackets are bolted to the
underside of compound plate 3, then a Trunnion 10 is
lock-nutted to the free lugs of each of these. The
Trunnions are connected by a compound 3 I  in. strip
11, built up from two 2j  in. Strips, which is lock-
nutted in position. Journalled in the apex holes of one
Trunnion is a 2 in. Rod carrying a 1 in. Pulley 12 and

Tn this view oT the Dumper ,  the hopper is shown in the
“ dumping  ” position. The hopper is  held in the travelling

position by  a lever operated from the cab.

DUILDING SITES—you either like ’em or loath
’em ! To  some people a building site means nothing

more than an ugly, unfinished structure surrounded by
dirt, mud, and sprawling piles of junk. It means snarl-
ing machines, bangs, crashes, raucous shouts; in short,
a maelstrom of jarring noise, muck and confusion. To
other people, however, a building site means something
altogether different. They see a place of mystery,
activity and fascination. What’s going on behind that
high protective fence surrounding the site? Exactly
what are they building? How far have they advanced?
They see people scurrying about their allotted tasks;
wagons coming and going with material; cranes and
excavators hauling and dumping; in short they see the
fascinating sight of men and machines turning what
might have been an empty plot into what may turn out
to be a soaring great wonder of civil engineering!

Whichever way you look at them, there’s no getting
away from the fact that building sites contain a wealth
of material for the Meccano modeller on the look-out
for subjects to reproduce. Just reflect for a moment on
the enormous variety of equipment to be found on a
typical site. Tower cranes, compressor units, bull-
dozers, excavators, concrete-mixers and dumper trucks
are some of the things that immediately spring to mind,
and each one of them lends itself ideally to reproduction
in Meccano—almost as though it were designed for the
job! Much as I would like to, I am quite unable to
feature an example of every such type of machine here,
but I have plenty of room for one of them. Which
one? Obviously the small or, to use a currently favour-
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A closc-up view of the simple steering arrangement controlled
by  a 2-3 in .  Strip bolted to a Bush Wheel on the lower end of

the steering column

a i in. Pulley with Motor Tyre 13, while similar parts
are mounted on a 14 in. Rod journalled in the apex
hole of the other Trunnion.

Serving as the steering column is a 4 in. Rod journ-
alled in compound plate 3 and in a 1 X 1 in. Double
Bracket 14 bolted to the underside of the plate.
Mounted on the Rod between the lugs of this Double
Bracket is an 8-hole Bush Wheel, a Spring Clip being
fixed on the Rod above the plate. Bolted to the Bush
Wheel is a 2 J in. Strip 15, the other end of which is
located between the shanks of two Bolts held by Nuts
in compound strip 11. The steering wheel is repre-
sented by a 2 in. Pulley.

At rhe rear of the chassis, a 24 in. Stepped Curved
Strip 16 is attached to each Strip 1, being held in posi-
tion at the back by a 3J in. Rod 17, fixed by Spring
Clips. This Rod will later form the hopper pivot.
Journalled in the centre holes of Curved Strips 16 is a
4 in. Rod on the ends of which 24 in. Road Wheels 18
are mounted.

Turning now to the hopper, this is built up from
two 44 X 24 in. Flexible Plates overlapped eight holes
to form 35X2!  in. compound plate 19. Bolted to the
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rear end of this is a 24 X i in. Double Angle Strip to
each lug of which is fixed a 2 |  X in. Triangular
Flexible Plate edged by a 54 in. Strip 20 and a com-
pound 5 in. strip 21 obtained from a 34 in. and a 24 in.
Strip. Strips 20 and 21 are then joined by a 24 in.
Strip 22 and the intervening space is filled in by a 2 4
X 14 in. Flexible Plate.

The back of the hopper consists of a 24 X 24 in.
Flexible Plate 23 attached to Strip 21 at each side by
an Angle Bracket and to Strip 20 by an Angle Bracket
extended by a Fishplate, at the same time fixing a
24 in. Strip 24 in position. A 24 X 4 in. Double
Angle Strip is bolted to the underside of Plate 19, this
then being mounted on Rod 17.

Finally, front mudguards are each provided by two
Formed Slotted Strips 25, connected by a Fishplate,
the inside Strip being bolted to compound fiat plate 3.
Both mudguards are then joined by two 54 in. Strips
26, as shown, and a seat is obtained from a Flat Trun-
nion 27, attached to compound plate 3 by a 24 X 4 in-
Double Angle Strip.

PARTS REQUIRED

2—  126
I — 126a
2—  142c
2—187
2—188
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2—191

2—  194a

.An underside view of the Dumper  showing the layout of the
chassis. Note  that the rearmost 2 ’  x A in.  Double  Angle Strip

is not bolted to  the main chassis members.
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Among the Model Builders
with SPANNER

A Weighing Machine
with a Self-Balancing
Steelyard by Ron Fail
Designed by Mr. Ron Fail of Bedford, this amazingly accurateWeighing Machine has the unique feature of a sell-balancingsteelyard or “ weighbeam.’* The self-balancing action is con-

trolled by a Power Drive Unit.

Mainframe
To  get down to business, the mainframe is built up

from two 3¾ x 2f  in. Flanged Plates joined by two
i2 |  in. Angle Girders i .  Another three I2 |  in. Angle
Girders 2, 3 and 4 are then bolted to each Girder I
through its first, fifth and twelfth holes respectively,
then a 9J in. Strip 5 is fixed, as shown, between Girders
2 and 4 for bracing purposes. At the top, Girders 2,
3 and 4 are connected by a 9i  in. Angle Girder 6.

Bolted to Girders 2 and 3 at each side is a third
3 i  x 2i in. Flanged Plate 7, the securing Bolts passing
through the seventh holes from the tops of the Girders
while Girders 6 are joined by two 4!  in. Angle Girders
8 and a 4!  in. Strip 9. Girders 4 at each side are
braced by a 94 in. Strip, as shown.
Mainframe

The steelyard or weighbeam is the most complicated
section of the model. Two 12 J in. Angle Girders 10
are connected at one end by a 2 J x 2 J in. Flat Plate 1 1
and, at the other by a 2I in. Strip to which are bolted
a i j  in. Insulating Flat Girder 12 (Electrikit Part No.
508) and a Trunnion 13. Now fixed to one Girder 10
is a 5 I  x 2 in. Flat Plate 14, so positioned that the end
of the Girder protrudes a distance of four holes past
the Plate. Fixed in a similar position on the other
Girder 10 is a si x 3l Flat Plate 15, the Plate
protruding a distance of two holes beneath the Girder.
The securing Bolts in both these Plates should be at
the upper limits of the elongated holes in the Girders.
The Plates, themselves, are joined by two 2 J x | in.
Double Angle Strips 16. Another Double Angle Strip
17 is also bolted between the Flat Plates, one lug
coinciding with the centre hole in Plate 14.

Journalled in Plates 14 and 15 is a 4 in. Rod 18
carrying a J in. Pinion between the Plates and anotherj in. Pininon 19, as well as a 50-tceth Gear Wheel 20,
outside Plate 15. Also journalled in the Plates, and
held by Collars, is a 3 in. Rod, on which a Short
Coupling 21 is mounted. A large Fork Piece, carrying
a 34 in. Rod 22 in its boss, is pivotally attached to the
Short Coupling by a 1 in. Rod fixed in one of its trans-
verse bores. The weight pan will later be connected
to Rod 22.
The electrical system fitted to the model is extremely simple,as this picture shows. Besides the spacing of the contacts, theonly essential tiling to remember is that the Contact Screwsmust be isolated from the metal parts of the model. This is

done by fixing them to IX in. Insulating Strips.

"TRADITION HAS it that " Among the Model-1 Builders ” be devoted to several items supplied by,
or of interest to, readers. Traditions, however, can be
broken from time to time, and this month I intend to
do just that by devoting the entire article to one com-
plete model designed by a reader, Mr. Ron Fail of
Bedford. The model in question is a Weighing
Machine; not an unusual Meccano subject in itself,
but unique in this case in having a self-balancing steel-
yard ! The steelyard, of course, is the balancing arm
that carries the object to be weighed as well as the
movable counterweight.

Mr. Fail is an extremely capable modeller who has
the proven ability not only to design new models, but
to design new models that are realistically useful.
Already we have featured a superb Self-winding Clock
produced by him and, having myself built his Weighing
Machine, I can guarantee that its technical excellenceis well up to standard. The model, in fact, gives a
highly accurate reading once the exact weight of the
counterweight has been determined, but it is importantto remember that the counterweight is critical. When
building the model, incidentally, study the photographs
to see where elongated holes and where circular holes
are used in the Girders.
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At this stage, however, a second 54 x 3 I  in. Flat
Plate 23 is attached to Plate 15 by four i |  x | in.
Double Angle Strips, one at each comer. Mounted in
these two Plates are two 2 in. Rods 24 and 25, both
held in place by two Collars fixed one each side of
Plate 23, each Collar carrying a f in. Bolt 26 in one
tapped bore. The Bolt in the outside Collar will serve
as a pointer, while that on the inside is to counter-
weight it and so must point in an exactly opposite
direction. In addition to the Collars, Rod 24 carries
a 2 J in. Gear Wheel 27, in mesh with Pinion 19, while
Rod 25 carries a J in. Pinion 28, in mesh with Gear
Wheel 20. Note, incidentally, that the lower Double
Angle Strips are fixed to Plate 23, not by Bolts, but
by Handrail Supports 29. Mounted in these is a in.
Rod carrying a Collar to which a in. Pulley 30 is
attached by a Pivot Bolt to form a zero adjusting
weight. The Collar must be able to slide on the Rod.

Nexr we have the travelling counterweight which
consists of eleven in. Strips and four i j  x in.
Flat Plates 31, bolted between two 2 |  in. Strips.
Journalled in one end of these 2 in. Strips is a in.
Rod carrying two J in. Flanged Wheels 32, each spaced
from its Strip by two Washers. Journalled in the other
end of the z j  in. Strips is a 1 in. Rod carrying a
Coupling 33, the Rod passing through the lower
smooth bore of the Coupling. Screwed into the upper
tapped bore of the Coupling is an 8 in. Screwed Rod
extended, via a Threaded Coupling 34, by a 2 in. Rod.
This is journalled in Double Angle Strip 17, while the
Screwed Rod is journalled in the apex hole of Trunnion
13. Flanged Wheels 32, of course, run on Angle
Girders 10.

Mounted on the 2 in. Rod are a Worm 35 and a J in.
Pinion, the former in mesh with the Pinion between
Plates 14 and 15 on Rod 18. The latter, on the other
hand, is meshed with a | in. Pinion 36 on the output
shaft of a Power Drive Unit, bolted in the centre of
Flat Plate 11. The 12 : 1 ratio should be in use.

The weight pan is provided by a 2J x 2i in. Flat
Plate 37 to which a Double Arm Crank is bolted.
Fixed in the boss of this Crank is a 6j  in. Rod, to the
top of which a Handrail Coupling 38 is secured. An-
other Handrail Coupling is mounted on the lower end
of Rod 22, then the two are joined by a in. Rod.

23-

r 1 J

In this c lose-up view of the motor mounting,  the method of
transferring the drive both to the travelling counterweight and

the weight indicators is clearly shown.

Electrics
You will have realised that the self-balancing action

of the model is controlled by the Power Drive Unit,
for which an electrical contact system is required. This,
I am pleased to say, is not complicated. A 3J  in. Rod
is mounted in a Double Arm Crank bolted to Flanged
Plate 7. Fixed on the Rod are another two Double
Arm Cranks 39, each extended one hole by a i j  in.
Insulating Strip (Electrikit Part No. 503), to which a
Contact Screw (Electrikit Part No. 543) is attached.
Located betw’een the Contact Screws is a 1 in. Wiper
Arm 40 (Electrikit Part No. 531) which is bolted to
Insulating Flat Girder 12.

A plan view of the Weighing Machine showing the layout and
construction of rhe steelyard as well as its position in relation

to the mainframe.
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Double Arm Cranks 39 are adjusted so that the

Wiper Arm has a vertical movement of only 1/64 in.
each way from the balanced position, while the actual
steelyard should be allowed a movement of no more
than in, each way. Stops to prevent further move-
ment are provided by a 3½ in. Strip 41 and Fishplates
42, fixed by Nuts on two 3 !  in. Screwed Rods mounted
in Flanged Plate 7 and Strip 9.

To  operate the model, two batteries of at least 4 i
volts each are required. (I used Ever Ready 126’s.)
The positive terminal of one battery is connected to the
negative terminal of the other and to either of these
terminals is also connected one of the motor leads. The
other motor lead is conected to Wiper Arm 40, while
the remaining battery terminals are connected, one
each, to the Contact Screws in the model.

Finally, a scale is prepared from cardboard and
attached to Flat Plate 23, Rods 24 and 25 protruding
through holes made in the cardboard. Calibration is
not difficult. Two circles are drawn around the holes
though which the rods will protrude, then each of these
circles is marked into ten equal parts and numbered
0-9, With the scale in place, the dial for Rod 24
indicates ounces and that for Rod 25, tenths of ounces.

160

get the weight exactly right. You will know when this
is so, of course, when the dials show the correct reading
for a known weight placed in the pan. If you do not
have a commercially-produced “ known ” weight, then
use British silver coins. Five shillings worth equal one
ounce I

A last word now about the zero adjusting weight.
Assuming the main counterweight is correct, you may
find, after weighing something, that the scale pointers
do not return exactly to zero, owing to backlash in the
gears. This is where the zero adjusting weight comes
in as it enables the pointers to be easily re-set before
anything else is weighed.

Special Display Model
MECCANO

MOTOR
CHASSIS

Continued from page 146
in Fishplate 58 and into the boss of another Large Fork
Piece 62. Lock-nutted to the lugs of the latter Fork
Piece are two shaped 2 |  in. Strips 63, attached to
Girder 1 by one right-hand and one left-hand Comer
Angle Bracket. A Long Threaded Pin is screwed into
one tapped bore in the boss of Crank 61 and on this is
loosely mounted a 4 I  in. Road Wheel to which a Wheel
Flange 64 is bolted. A Collar holds the Road Wheel in
place. Note that the Threaded Pin must not grip the
Rod in the boss of Crank 61 and is prevented from
doing so by adding an extra Bolt to the Pin.

To  the front end of the right-hand Girder 1 a i )  in.
Angle Girder 65 is fixed, the front securing Bolt also
fixing a right-hand Comer Angle Bracket in place.
The upper lug of this Bracket is bent forward slightly
to provide one bearing for an 8 in. Rod which serves a;
the steering column and which carries a Worm 66. The
other bearing for the Rod is provided by a in. Strip
67, attached to Curved Strip 13 by Obtuse Angle
Brackets. Collars hold the Rod in place.

Bolted to Angle Girder 65 is a 1 in. Triangular
Plate, extended by a i j  in. Strip 68, to the top of
which a 1 x J in. Angle Bracket overlayed by a Fish-
plate is secured. Journalled in this Angle Bracket/
Fishplate is a 2 in. Rod, held in place by a Crank 69
and a /0 in. Pinion 70, the latter in mesh with Worm
66. A lower mounting for the Rod is provided by a
Collar attached to Angle Girder 1 by a Bolt passed
through the Girder and into one transverse tapped bore
of the Collar. Lock-nutted to the arm of Crank 69 are
two Rod and Strip Connectors which are connected to
further Rod and Strip Connectors, lock-nutted to
Cranks 61, by a 1 in. Rod and a 4 in. Rod respec-
tively.

A radiator is now built up from two i j  x 4 in.
Double Angle Strips 71, the lugs of which are joined
by two 2 in. Strips held by two 2 in. Screwed Rods 72.
Mounted on these Rods are eleven 2 in. Strips, each
spaced from the next by two Washers. A shaped 2 |  in.
Strip 73 is added to the top as shown, then the finished
radiator is attached to front Strip 53 by one left-hand
and one right-hand Comer Angle Bracket. Two Rod
and Strip Connectors joined by a 1 in. Rod represent
a water hose running between the top of the radiator
and the engine.

NEX7’ MONTH: We  conclude the Motor Chassis
with constructional details of the rear axle, differential
and working brake.

2—20  b
I—23a
1—25
3—26

75— 37a
96— 37 b

9—38
2— 38d
4—48
3—48a
2—52a
3—53

12—59
3—62b

2—la

1— 5

10—8
2—8a
2—  9a
2—10
1 — 14
I — 14a
I — 15a
2— 15b

2—  18a
2—  !8b

In operation, Mr. Fail’s Weighing Machine is
amazingly sensitive. As I have already said, however,
the counterweight is critical and, while the unit as
described will give pretty accurate results, you will
probably find it necessary to add one or two Bolts to
WIRING DIAGRAM: A—4 J volt batteries. B—upper Con-
tact Screw.  C—Lower  Contact Screw.  D—Wiper Arm.

E— Power Drive Uni t .
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“ / LOUDBASE TO all Spectrum personnel. Mys-
teron agent heading south down highway 15.

Captain Scarlet in hot pursuit!” No, this is not a
transcript of a police message, printed here by mistake,
but, as followers of the highly successful television
series ** Captain Scarlet and the Mysterons ” will
recognise, it is just the sort of message that might be
transmitted from the headquarters of “ Spectrum,” the
world security organisation featured in this imaginative
TV. programme. I made up the announcement, of
course, but, if Captain Scarlet was chasing a Mysteron
agent, the chances are he would be driving a “ Spec-
trum Pursuit Vehicle.” (The Mysterons, by the way,
are a race of alien beings from another planet deter-
mined to destroy the earth.)

What, you may ask, has all this got to do with
Meccano Magazine'? The answer you will have already
guessed—Meccano have produced a Dinky Toy model
of a Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle, under licence for
Century 21 Toys Ltd. It is a very large toy—more
than 6 in. long by 2 j in. wide by 2 j in. high—and its
striking colour-scheme of pale metallic blue with soft
white ramming cushion at the front is enough to make
it stand out in a crowd. The effect is strengthened by
white “ SPV ” identification letters on the sides and
front of the model together with the Spectrum insignia
of a black-edged gold " S ” superimposed on concen-
tric violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red
rings—the colours of the spectrum, in fact !

Impressive as all these features are, though, they
pale into insignificance immediately the model is
studied at close quarters. It’s packed with so many
action features that I hardly know where to begin my
description, so probably the easiest course is to follow
the order in which I found the features.

Firstly I was puzzled by a set of four small cater-
pillar tracks tucked up behind the ten road wheels at
an angle of about 45 degrees. There seemed little
reason for these, unless they were to give the S.P.V.

SPECTRUM IS
HERE!
Chris Jelley reports on the
new Captain Scarlet S.P.V.

Above: Captain Scarlet automatically descends from his
Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle, with its rear half tracks down.
This model tires a rocket and the radio aerials retract. Below,just a linger touch releases the rocket hatch and a further push
fires the rubber-tipped rocket. This model has every action
feature you could imagine. Here the aerials are extended.
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the initial push up very steep hills! Understanding
soon came, however, when I discovered that all four
tracks clicked down to ground level as a complete unit
so as to help the vehicle over difficult terrain.

Next 1 tried turning a small wheel protruding part
way through the roof of the model, towards the rear,
and a pair of black radio aerials, previously lying along
the roof, jumped into an upright position. “ Very
novel,” I thought, but I received my greatest surprise
when I pressed a little silver fin in the top of the cast-
ing—a large hatch in the side of the model shot out-
wards and, believe it or not, a moulded seat carrying a
miniature “ Captain Scarlet ” swung down to ground
level! And, as if this wasn’t enough, the tiny figure
actually looks like the indestructible Captain, being
" dressed ” in a black uniform with red hat, tunic and
boots. Quite remarkable! To  “reload,” the seat is
simply folded into the “ up ” position, remembering
that it must be upright, and the hatch on its extending

arm is snapped back into the body casting.
So far, all my discoveries had been made as I

“ fiddled ” with the model in my hands. Now, I put it
down to test for springing. Imagine my surprise when,
as I pressed down on the front, another hatch above
the nose sprang open to reveal an aggressive-looking,
rubber-tipped rocket primed for action. I pressed down
harder and rhe rocket was away, propelled by a power-
ful little spring. Talk about play-value!

The two entirely independent actions of the hatch
opening and the rocket firing intrigued me, so I investi-
gated, to find that they were triggered by the front
axles, the first operating the hatch and the second the
rocket. With this system it is of course possible to
open the hatch without necessarily firing the rocket
automatically, which to the best of my knowledge is a
unique feature. In fact, I have no hesitation in saying
that the Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle, as a whole, is
Unique. Remember the Sales No.—104.

FORD ESCORT FOR D INKY
A new release from both Ford and Dinky that is up to the minute

QECRECY HAS hung over the Halewood plant of
the Ford Motor Company like a cloak for some

years now—a cloak designed not to hide any unlawful
activities, but to guard the secrets of a striking new car
in process of design and production. This same cloak
of secrecy has reached out to envelop the works of
Meccano Ltd. in Liverpool. Why? Because, thanks to
the confidence of Fords, Meccano have been preparing
the tools and dies for a Dinky Toy model of the new
car, and this long before anybody outside the Ford
Company, and many people inside it, had any knowl-
edge of what was in the air!

For Meccano to be able to produce a Dinky Toy,
they need detailed information on shape, features, etc.,
of the original vehicle. Fords supplied this information
far in advance of the release of the real car and
Meccano have asked me to express their sincere grati-
tude for the confidence placed in them.

Mind you, they have taken great pains not to abuse
this confidence. No more than a handful of top execu-
tives in the Company knew what the model in prepara-
tion was based on. To  everybody else, it was known
only as “ Dinky Model X,” which, I am sure you will
agree, gives nothing away!

When this magazine first appears on the bookstalls,
the new Ford, as well as the Dinky, will just be on
sale, and so you will know the subject of all past

secrecy— the Ford Escort, designed as the successor to
the top-selling Ford Anglia. I had the privilege of see-
ing and travelling in the Escort at a pre-release Press
Show, held at Halcwood shortly before Christmas, and
I now have no hesitation in predicting an even greater
success for it than for the famous Anglia.

Besides the normal De Luxe car, the Escort will be
available in Super, GT  and Lotus-engined versions.
Unfortunately, no technical specifications for any of
these have been released at the time of writing, but the
GT model I travelled in gave a pretty impressive per-
formance, despite carrying four adults.

If I was pleased with the real car, everybody I spoke
to at Fords was delighted with the Dinky Toy model,
Sales No. 168. An excellent reproduction of the orig-
inal, it is fitted with two wide-opening doors, plus
opening bonnet and boot, detailed engine, windows,
seats, steering wheel and number plates. The front
seats tip forward as they do on a conventional two-door
car. In addition, rear-view mirror and windscreen
wiper representations appear on the windscreen.

Finish is in pale blue gloss with red interior, silver
bumpers and radiator grille and silver-plated base.
Actually the baseplate is so designed to follow the con-
tours of the body casting that it gives the effect of a
silver-plated trim strip on the body. It’s really very
striking!
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HYDROPLANE RACING

by E.G.  Hodgkins

for the positions in each heat and the eventual winner
is the competitor having the highest number of points
overall.

Races are started in the following sequence: First, a
gun is fired five minutes before the start. The minutes
are then counted down on a giant board on the bank
while the hydroplanes are started and taken out to the
“ milling area,” where they cruise around waiting for
the “ off.” At one minute to the start, a huge clock
on the bank is started to tick off the last 60 seconds.
At “ time ” a second gun is fired, the clock continuing
to rotate, and each driver then leaves the “ milling
area ” to pass the start at the time laid down by his
handicap. These handicaps may be of anything up to
one minute and it is not unusual for the smaller craft
to be well into their second lap before everyone is in
the race.

At South Cemey, each lap is about four-fifths of a
mile long and the Class X craft lap in about 50
seconds. Each heat consists of six laps. If the handi-
cap system is working properly—and barring break-
downs—all craft should be in the last lap together.
Hence the finish generally turns out to be very tense
and exciting.

/ F THE many forms of high-speed racing per-
formed in this country, probably the least known

is Hydroplane racing. This sport is for those with
sufficient capital to build or buy a perfectly smooth
hull powered by a very highly tuned two-stroke engine
with a tiny propeller.

The first requirement for this sport is a large ex-
panse of smooth water. Such a spot is the large gravel
pit at South Cemey, Glos., where the Bristol Hydro-
plane Racing Club hold regular meetings. All the illus-
trations to this article were taken during race meetings
organised by the Bristol Club.

A Hydroplane has a flat hull with two “ sponsons ”
—blades for keeping the craft on a straight course—
projecting below the water. The driver kneels in the
cockpit behind a steering wheel, a position which is far
from comfortable when the craft is jumping from one
wavelet to the next at high speed. To  quote one man
who was given a ride, it was “ like driving a high-speed
car with solid tyres over a frozen, ploughed field pur-
sued by wailing banshees.” Nevertheless, he is reported
to have thoroughly enjoyed his ride, so this is probably
an exaggeration.

The engine, tuned to run at peak speeds of up to
10,000 r.p.m. for most of the time during racing, will
propel the hull over the surface at speeds of anything
up to 60 m.p.h. There are several classes of craft,
depending on engine capacity. The main classes are:
Class A for engines up to 250 c.c.; Class B for engines
up to 350 c.c.; Class C for engines up to 500 c.c.;
Class F for engines up to 850 c.c.; Class X for engines
up to 1,000 c.c.

The smaller engines generally have two cylinders
while the bigger ones may have four or six. The sight
of a Class X hull smoothly sweeping past a group of
smaller craft, all going “ flat out,” is an exhilarating
experience.

To  avoid the need for running a large number of
races for individual classes, a handicap system is gener-
ally operated. A competition consists of a series of,
say, three heats, all craft taking part in each heat.
Between heats the handicaps are amended accordingly
to the results of the previous heat. Points are awarded
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ohm potentiometer for the relay to just pull in at the
level of illumination to be used. Adjustment to differ-
ent levels of illumination can be made with the 20 kil-
ohm potentiometer without further adjustment of the
5 kilohm potentiometer, unless the battery voltage falls
off appreciably.

r PIIE  SENSITIVITY of the photo-switch described
in last month’s issue can be greatly improved by

the addition of another transistor to provide amplifica-
tion, plus a second sensitivity control (potentiometer).
This will enable your photo-switch to be adjusted to
operate at very low light levels as well as when a very
bright light is directed at it. This has the advantage
that it can be adjusted to work on “ evening daylight ”
as well as bright lighting.

The method of working is exactly the same. The
unit is initially adjusted so that the relay just pulls in
with the normal level of illumination reaching the
photo-transistor via the opening in the case. Any re-
duction in level of this illumination causes the relay to
drop out and connects the three-volt batteries directly
to the external connections to operate an alarm bell or
three-volt bulb.

You may find it necessary to reposition the relay
slightly in order to accommodate the second potenti-
ometer in the case. The second transistor, however,
can easily be mounted on the in. x i in. x J in.
balsa strip, when connection is completed as shown in
Fig. i .  Note that this is quite a different circuit to that
of the original photo-switch—i.e., the whole unit needs
completely rewiring. Use the circuit diagram of Fig. 2
as an additional check that you have made these con-
nections correctly as, if you reverse the polarity of the
PP3 battery supply to the transistors, for example, you
could ruin them. The pencell connections are exactly
as before.

Additional components required: one Mullard OC
20i  transistor and one 0-20 kilohm potentiometer.

Adjustment
With PP3 battery pack connected, cover the light

opening and adjust the 5 kilohm potentiometer control
until the relay just pulls in. Then back off the adjust-
ment, i.e. increase the resistance of the potentiometer
for about a quarter-turn past the position where the
relay drops out again.

Now uncover the light opening and adjust the 20 kil-
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ing horse. Then, almost overnight, there were trains
which could travel thirty or even forty miles in one
hour! It  is little wonder, really, that many were very
uneasy about travelling by railway. The railway com-
panies thought that the best way to combat this mix-
ture of fear and ignorance in their potential customers
was to make the vehicles in which they were to travel
look as much like the familiar road coaches (or “ carri-
ages ”) as possible. Thus, the very first railway coaches
used on lines like the London and Birmingham Rail-
way and the Liverpool and Manchester Railway looked
exactly like slightly enlarged “ stage coaches,” rather
like those vehicles that are familiar to us through the
medium of Wild West films. These coaches were very
short, with one central door in each side, and carried
six or eight people, facing each other across a gangway
running across the vehicle. A luggage rack was usually
provided on the roof (shades of the modern motorist's
roof rack) and the windows in the sides were usually of
the “ three-cornered ” type (see drawing). It should be
mentioned that coaches such as these were usually only
provided for first-class passengers—second and third-
class travellers had to put up with far worse things,
usually with no roof at all, and often without seats !

As passenger traffic on the early railways grew, the
little “ stage-coach ” vehicles were found to be too
small; too many individual vehicles had to be attached
to each train. The logical answer to the problem was
to provide longer coaches and these took the form of
two little “ stage-coaches ” mounted on a single under-
frame. Unwittingly, the well-known British “ com-
partment ” coach had been invented.

As time progressed, the two-compartment coach grew
to three and even more compartments and the “ stage-
coach ” look gradually disappeared. Longer vehicles
needed extra wheels to carry their weight and provide
steady running on curves. Usually one extra axle was
added, midway between the other pair (see drawing)
and the six-wheeled coach in this form was the most
common type of vehicle found on British express trains
between the years 1870-1890.

Coach lighting was, for many years, crude in the
extreme, usually consisting of oil lamps which were
simply fitted through holes in the roof. First-class
compartments generally boasted a lamp for each com-
partment, but lower classes often had only one lamp
shared between two compartments.

About 1880, bogie coaches as we know them today
began to appear on the best main-line trains. These
were not only much longer than the four and six
wheelers, but also gave a much smoother ride and were
safer at high speeds, having a flexible wheelbase. Gas
lighting made its appearance, but was not entirely
popular because of the very high fire risk involved.

During the 'nineties, corridor coaches started to be-
come familiar, and this innovation made the restaurant
car a practical proposition for the first time, and put
lavatories within teach of the entire train. Electric
lighting, using accumulators and belt-driven dynamos,
provided a safe and satisfactory answer to the carriage
lighting problem. At the turn of the century, the main-
line coach, as we know it, had arrived. Since then,
coaches have become much longer, and construction is
of steel nowadays instead of wood. Third-class has
been abolished throughout the country, leaving only
first and second, and greatly simplifying passenger
accommodation.

Back in the early days, continuous brakes were un-
known; rhe engine had its own brakes, but the pas-
senger carriages had none. As the brakes on the engine
would be insufficient to pull up the whole train in a
respectable distance, a “ brake van ” was provided,

ABC of Model Railways
Part 3

PASSENGER
ROLLING
STOCK
FN ORDER to fully understand the modem railway
J- passenger coach, it is necessary to take a peep back
into the very earliest days of railways themselves. The
terms “ coach ” and " carriage ” are both very old, and
applied to certain types of horse-drawn road vehicles
long before the coming of the first railway line in the
early years of the nineteenth century. Back in those
days, the pioneer railway companies found themselves
faced with two definite problems; the first was to make
the trains go at all, and the second to persuade people
to travel upon them! These days, it is difficult to
imagine the fear with which some people approached
the new-fangled railway trains, but it is easier to under-
stand when it is realised that, until the coming of steam
rail traction, man could travel no faster than a gallop-
A typical six- wheeled coach of the late nineteenth century.
The vehicle is a ** brake composite,** as it has both second and
third-class accommodation and its own guard's compartment.

□no ooo  Qffl

A very early railway carriage. The vehicle is virtually two
“ stage coaches ” mounted on a single underframe. The three-
cornered windows and roof rack arc typical features of the era.
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An American Pullman Car of the I86lTs. Bogie coaches made
their appearance in the United Slates many years before they

were common in Britain.

usually at the end of the train. This vehicle, as the
name suggests, was a van equipped with a screw brake,
which was worked by the guard. Luggage space was
also provided in the brake-van, and sometimes a couple
of passenger compartments as well. The term “ brake-
van ” has stuck and it is still in use today for the
guard’s compartment of a modem coach, although it
has really lost its true meaning.

We have briefly traced the history of the railway
coach, and seen that the modern, all-steel vehicle is a
direct descendent of the little vehicles of the 1830 ,
and even of the horse-drawn road coaches of the
eighteenth century. Nowr we shall look at some of the
terms applied to railway passenger rolling-stock, which
often mystify newcomers to the railway and model rail-
way hobbies.

Any coach which provides accommodation for more
than one class of passenger is called a composite. Thus,
a vehicle with both first and second class compartments
is a ist/2nd composite. If the same coach included a
guard’s (or “ brake ”) compartment, then it would be
termed a 1st/ 2nd brake composite. It must be remem-
bered that the word composite only applies where more
than one c/ass of compartment is used in the same
vehicle; therefore, a brake coach with, say, only second
class accommodation is called simply a brake second.

Many modem coaches are designed without any
compartments, as such, at all. There are no internal
bulkheads, and a gangway runs between the seats, cen-
trally, from one end of the coach to the other. Such
vehicles are called open coaches, and most modem sub-
urban coaches are built to this pattern.

Queen Victoria’s Royal Saloon, built by the London and North
Western Railway, on its way by road to an exhibition. It is

over 60 feet long.
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Semi-Tracked Carrier
Conversion by H.L.D.
guns. Both these vehicles were attached to Panzer
Grenadier Companies during 1944, in a ratio of about
one to every four standard Troop Carriers. The 251/9
served in a general support role and the 251/22 as the
main Antitank defence vehicle of these companies.

The Sd Kfz 251/22
The first thing we need is the complete gun and

floor assembly from the Airfix Sd Kfz 234 Armoured
Car Kit (Part Nos. 1 to 6). Assemble these as in-
structed for the Airfix Armoured car. The floor is then
carefully trimmed away, leaving just a 12mm base for
the gun mounting.

This is exactly the same as for the standard Sd Kfz
25 1 / 1  described in the May issue of Meccano Mag-
azine. Just to recap for those who may have forgotten :
we discard the swivelling equipment from the basic
ROCO model and cut away the roof plates to give an
open-top compartment. The remainder of the work
required is to fill any gaps in the hull and detail the
model. For the 251/22 we cut a further section from
the roof of the driver’s cab— this can be patterned from
the part No. 17 of the Airfix Armoured car kit. This
cut-out, seen in our photograph, was necessary on the
original vehicle to allow slight traverse of the gun.
Having completed the top plate removals, turn the
superstructure assembly upside down. A piece of card,
12mm wide, is now cemented in place 20mm from the
back, so forming a bridge on to which we cement the
gun and its mounting. The superstructure is now re-
fitted on the chassis and final detailing and painting
carried out.

□PHE FIRST part of this feature appeared last May
in the previous Meccano Magazine, and dealt with

the basic vehicle of the Panzer Grenadier Units Sd
Kfz, the 251/1 medium Semi-Tracked Carrier. The
May issue also described a quick conversion of the
ROCO Minitanks model of the Schwerer Wehrmacht
Schlepper (S.W.S.) or in English, Heavy Military
Carrier, ROCO Nos. 129, 130 or 131, to the German
Sd Kfz 251/  1. The Special vehicle number allotted
by the Ordnance Department was 251/1 not 25/1
which, unfortunately, appeared in the last feature.

Twenty-two separate versions of this basic vehicle
were constructed, and this month we are about to con-
struct the very last model—the Sd Kfz 251/22, a
Panzerjaeger (Antitank vehicle) mounting the 7.5cm
PAK 40 Antitank gun. Another version described here
is the Sd Kfz 251/9 which carried a short 7.5cm
Cannon, and was one of the first German self-propelled

The Sd  Kfz 251/9
Again we prepare the basic vehicle as before. This

time we look to the Airfix Assault Gun Kit, for the
necessary additional parts. We use Part No. 55, the
base of the gun and No. 56, the gun mounting. Care-
fully cut the pivot points from No. 56 and into these
we clip No. 55 rhe gun. Now from the roof of the
driver’s cab on our semi-track, we cut a slot 7mm wide
and 7mm deep. On either side of this slot we cement
the pivot points of the gun. Front armour was extended
upwards and we duplicate this with pieces of card 4mm
high and 4mm wide, cemented on either side of the
roof in front of the gun. This armour was tapered
backwards on the sides.

Our prototype photograph shows a Sd Kfz 251/9
during action in Russia in the 1941 campaign. Our
Above top, the finished product,  our  ROCO model converted
to an Sd  Kfz  2519 .  Airfix figures arc used,  those in snow
capes being converted from Arabs. Centre,  our Sd  Kfz  251/22
in  action during the winter. At  left,  the basic conversion steps,
brom right to  left ,  we  have the unmodified ROCO model;  the
superstructure with top plates removed;  the bulkhead filled
behind the engine; new track covers seuts and finally a new'

floor fitted to the chassis.
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model* however, more closely resembles the version
that appeared in 1943. The necessary performance
figures for Battle-Gamers are: the road speed of the
251/9 was unaffected, so this can be taken as being
about 30 m.p.h.; the 251/22 was somewhat over-
loaded thus reducing its speed to 25 m.p.h. The armour
protection is only proof against small arms, machine
gun fire and the blast and shrapnel caused by high
explosive artillery fire.

Scoring and firepower
The 7.5cm PAK 40 is the same as the standard

German 75mm guns used in the Assault guns; the
short 7.5 cm does not have the same penetration power
when used against armoured vehicles, but serves as an
equal weapon when used for the high explosive artillery.

As you will remember, the suggested battle rule is
that a gun can only take three shots at any one target.
Both these vehicles described here cannot traverse their
guns fully, so they can only engage one target per
move. Indicate your target before firing. The dice
indicates a hit or miss—above the score of six a hit,
and below a six a miss, when using two dice. All 75mm
(7.5cm) guns and larger have a high explosive capa-
bility. Their damage circle diameter is similar to that
of the 25 pounder or 105mm Howitzer, i.e. one inch.
Again indicate your target, and let the dice decide the
success of the shot. Above four, a complete hit; three,
blast damage only; below three, a miss (one dice only
for this). Unless otherwise specified, the range of such
weapons, including that of our Sd Kfz 251/9, is 14 in.

Top right, the original basic Sd Kfz 251, described in May 1967
Meccano Magazine, which we simulate with the ROCO S.W.S.
suitably modified. Centre, for the detail modeller—a view of
the interior of an Sd Kfz 251. Below, an Sd Kfz 251/9 in
action in Russia during 1941. Note the simple camouflage

technique.
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TMAGINE A deep misty forest of pine trees. I t  is
early morning and only the musical chatter of the

birds relieves the damp silence. Then, quietly at first,
building into a great roar, we first hear and then see
the arrival of Britain’s most successful and famous
International Rally car. It is, of course, the British
Motor Corporation Mini Cooper S, and such forests
are as much its natural habitat as they are to the birds.
These tiny scarlet and white cars hurtle quite safely
over rough mountain tracks at 80 m.p.h, in snow, ice
and rain, where most Land-Rovers fear to tread. Not
that the Mini, or ADO 15 as it is known in the de-
signers’ world, was ever built with such speeds or treat-
ment in mind. Far from it;  it was the brain-child of
designer Alex Issigonis who produced the car primarily
as a family vehicle. All of the development that has
gone into producing the Mini Cooper and Mini Cooper
S has been carried out by the twelve skilled mechanics
who work in the BMC Competitions Department under
the eye of the Competition Manager. During the
course of a sporting year, these twelve men are respon-
sible for building six “ u-orks ” cars each, a total of 72
for use by the leading BMC team drivers, like Paddy
Hopkirk and the “ Flying Finns ” Rauno Aaltonen and
Timo Makinen.

Since the establishment of Competition Department
back in 1955, it has been very successfully developed.
The present Competition Manager is Peter Browning
and his Department has the most consistent and
successful Rally team in the world, and has now
collected more International victories than all the other
British teams put together. The Mini’s personal score
of major Internationals is in excess of 25 and each
victory represents eight weeks of planning and con-
struction, behind the scenes.

The empty body shells are brought into the Com-
petition Department from the ordinary production lines
and two skilled mechanics transform them into too
m.p.h. Rally machines. The Cooper S has twin petrol
tanks which hold 11 gallons and the fuel lines, wiring
and suspension fluid pipes are taken through the inside
of the car rather than along underneath, where they
could be tom off on the very rough mountain tracks.
The suspension is the same as the Cooper S but differs
from the standard Minis and Coopers, inasmuch
that small displacers are fitted into the hydrolastic
piping, to prevent violent surging of the fluid every
time the car hits a bump at high speed. Harder linings
and disc pads are fitted to the brakes, which have a
hydraulic servo to help lessen the effort needed to stop
the car at these high speeds, and a set of lightweight
magnesium alloy wide-rim wheels are fitted. These are
far lighter than the standard steel wheels and let much
more cooling air through to the brakes. With Rauno
Aaltonen and Timo Makinen using a left-foot brak-
ing technique, the brakes get very hot on a Rally, and
at night the front wheel discs actually glow with the
heat. BMC mechanics are ready at  checkpoints with
buckets of water to help cool them off. A strong sump
guard to protect the bottom of the engine completes
the chassis/body section.

The engine is the well-proven 1,275 c.c. unit with
each cylinder bored out by 0.020 in. to give total
capacity of 1,293 c -c* f°r the four cylinders, which
develop 90 b.h.p. at the driving wheels with the engine
turning at 7,200 r.p.m. The cylinder head is polished
and reworked, putting the compression ratio up to 12:1
and large in. SU carburettors are installed on a
The winning Mini of Timo Makinen and Rauno Aaltonen is
seen at the start of a ** Monte ** in our heading photograph.
Al left, the Makinen-Aaltonen Mini at speed complete with

roof rack and spare wheel aloft.

HOW THE
MONTE CARLO

MINI  IS MADE

John  S tan ley  exp la ins  t he  BMC
method  of  conve r t i ng  a sma l l
domes t i c  fami l y  sa loon  car
i n to  an I n te rna t i ona l  Ra l l y  w inne r
second to  none

iv .JI
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Above left, the reworked interior looks very akin to a jet air- liner cockpit with a maze of instruments and switches. Some
of these cars are even equipped with computers to work out average speeds needed. Right, the revised lighting layout really

docs turn night into day. Note the retaining clips on the headlamps and winkers.

Fibre glass wheel arches are added to the bodywork
to cover the wide-rim magnesium alloy wheels, and
heavy duty mud flaps are carried in front to stop mud
flying over the headlights and the electrically heated
windscreen. Four powerful Lucas spot and fog lights
provide complete vision at night; studded snow tyres
keep the car racing over slippery surfaces and four
spare wheels and tyres are carried on the back seat and
in the boot.

This, then, is the composition of a Monte Carlo
Rally w-inning Mini like those which have beaten the
world for the last few years. Mind you, if you built
one just like it, no one’s going to promise you the kind
of success of these famous “ works ” cars. Sheer skill
and a tremendous pride in the workmanship ensures
that each mechanic does every little job as perfectly as
possible, as just one loose nut and bolt can cause a
breakdown and subsequent lowTer placing in the Rally.

special manifold. An alternator replaces the more usual
dynamo, a four-blade fan replaces the standard 16-
bladed version and the final drive ratio is 4 : i instead
of the standard 3 :1 .  Close ratio, spur cut gears are
fitted to the gearbox and this completes the engine
modifications.

The inside of the car looks like the cockpit of a
modem aircraft, with special gripping, lightweight
seats for the driver and navigator; complete set of dials
and switches; the full navigational equipment and all
the chrome surfaces painted matt black to prevent
tiring glare. The noise when rallying is so great that
the crew have radio intercom wired between their two
helmets so that the navigator can give directions to the
driver without having to shout. Fuse boxes are
mounted in front of the navigator so a burnt-out fuse
can be repaired instantly, without wasting any time by
getting out of the car.

Left, skilled B.M.C. mechanics prepare each ** works ” rally car individually from a standard body shell obtained from the
production lines. Each mechanic builds six cars per year. Right, the revised seating is far more relaxing than the normal

Mini “ perched ’* position. These seats, tailored to the driver, greatly reduced fatigue.

l
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THE COASTAL
TRADE
For the past one
small coastwise
the needs of an

hundred years the
ships have served
expanding Nation

'T'O  WARDS THE close of the nineteenth century,
when the huge population explosion had brought

about an increased demand for the basic commodities
of life, coastal shipping was fully stretched to supply
the needs of the fast growing seaside towns and ports.
Bricks and Limber for building, com, coal and china
clay were some of the principal goods carried by
hundreds of vessels round our coasts. They were
nearly all sailing vessels. Two and three-masted
schooners, brigs, barges and smart little ba rquen tines,
carried cargoes ranging from 80 to 250 tons, into every
creek and harbour in the British Isles, and near
Continental ports.

Where there w*ere no harbours, ships were run
bodily onto the shore, their cargoes discharged and a
quick get-away made before the weather deteriorated.

It  was the golden age of coastal sail, when the
ships were built and manned by local communities,
often owned by their skippers or a small group of
people who understood the sea. It was a tough, speci-
alised activity which flourished on the great expansion
of Victorian prosperity.

Often as many as 200 vessels would be waiting
weatherbound in sheltered anchorages such as the
Downs of Yarmouth Roads, and when a fair wind set
in the great fleet would hoist sail and depart for their
destination in the west of England, in distant Welsh
ports or in wild Irish estuaries.

They lent a beauty to the seascapes of Britain, which
has been preserved for us in the works of many great
artists, and opportunities to see their work in museums
and ar: galleries should never be missed; for they tell
us of a way of life which has gone, but which helped
to produce much that we enjoy today.

The changing conditions of the early years of this
century; the havoc of the first World War and
above all, the perfection of the diesel marine engine,
drove these attractive ships from the sea, so that by the
mid-2o’s there was only a handful left. The coastal
trade had been captured by the faster, more reliable
and more profitable motor ship. Unaffected by calms
and less at the mercy of adverse weather, a power-
driven vessel could perhaps make 20 or more voyages
a year as against maybe only 12 or 15 by a sailing ship.

In the days of sail the only specialisation of the

by John Mannering

At left, top to bottom. The old " Top Sail Schooner ** in our
heading, seen approaching the Cornish Coast is a tine example
from many hundreds of similar vessels used by the coasting
trade in the last century. ** l ady  RosLin *’ is a 69B tonner
with a 5 -cylinder oil engine, giving 850 h.p. She belongs to
I.C.I. and carries chemicals and new materials. " Shell
Welder ” of 569 tons is a smart coastal tanker for delivering
oil to small ports round the coast. ** Trotzcnburg ** built in
1932 must have sailed many hundreds of miles in her long
life; here she is bringing a cargo of timber up the Avon to
Bristol. Powered by one oil engine of 320 h.p., she has a

speed of 8 knots.
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vessels was between those which carried “ dirty ” car-
goes, coal, fertilisers, etc., and those which were re-
served for corn, timber, foodstuffs—“ clean ” cargoes.
In effect it meant that the newer, better conditioned
ships carried the clean cargoes, and the older, possibly
leaky and less reliable ships had to be content with the
less attractive freights.

It was the survival of the fittest.
To  some extent this continued into the era of the

motor coaster. But gradually it was found that certain
cargoes were best carried in ships of special design. So
although we have long since lost the beauty of sail, we
have gained the absorbing interest in watching the
development of the coastal cargo carriers to suit the
needs of mid-twentieth century commerce.

In matters mechanical, specialisation will always
come into its own; and the suitability of a ship to
carry a certain cargo, the ease with which she can be
loaded and unloaded, the most advantageous dimen-
sions having regard to the ports she will use, the locks
and docks to be negotiated, and above all the ease and
economy with which she can maintain a satisfactory
speed are the many conflicting factors to be studied by
the successful naval architect.

As we stand on a wind-swept headland or walk the
shores of a busy estuary leading to a great port, watch-
ing the procession of ships passing before us, there is
infinite interest in identifying their purpose and nation-
ality.

We are so close to Europe that the coastal trade has
become to a large extent international, and small vessels
from Holland, France, Belgium, Germany and the
Scandinavian countries carry on a brisk trade across
the North Sea and the English Channel and also carry
cargoes on our own coasts.

Coasters have increased in tonnage over the years,
and there is no precise figure beyond which a ship
ceases to be a coaster. From the point of view of classi-
fication a coaster is a vessel which primarily earns her
living carrying coastal cargoes or runs the short sea
routes to the Continent. Perhaps round about 500 to
750 tons is the usual size, for anything above that will
find many ports are barred to her. In very specialised
trades, such as the carrying of oil, coastal tankers may
go as large as 2,000 G.R.T.

Although they are among the humbler vessels plying
the seas, they fill a very important role, for the carriage
of bulk goods by water is still infinitely cheaper than by-
road or rail. The skippers and crews of these vessels
know our coasts by heart. Every bay and headland is
as familiar to them as their “ own back yard,” and
although they now have all the modern aids to naviga-
tions, radar, radio direction finders, electronic depth
gauges, and ship to shore telephone, it is still their in-
finite hard-won knowledge gained through years of
experience which comes to their aid on a stormy night
off the Northumberland coast when a north-east gale
attempts to put them ashore.

No doubt many of the crews are descendants of
those tough sailormen who manned the barges and
brigs of previous generations; the sea is in their blood
and they serve us well.

At right, top to bottom. “ Adler ” of 300 tons is specially
fitted as a cattle carrier, built in 1957. “ Luise Hom ” a
modern German coaster of 887 tons is powered by a 1,600 h.p.,
6-cylindcr oil engine. She has comfortable accommodation and
her white paint gives her an almost yacht-like appearance.

Success ” of 169 tons, built originally as a sailing ketch in
1903, now has an oil engine, and was still trading in the early
'sixties ** Frigomarc ** is a modem refrigerated vessel of 298
tons, built in 1964, now registered at Oslo. “ I.a Paloma ” is
a typical Continental coaster of 20 years ago. Such vessels

would probably be family manned.
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TRY OUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS The  WIDEST RANGE o f
CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
and CHEMICALS is in  A. N.
BECK and SONS’ 1968 list.

Send a stamped, addressed
enve lope  and  ge t  you r
copy by re turn  of  post.
Over 400 items at ou r  show-
room or  by post. There’s more
to see at—

A.  N .  BECK & SONS
Laboratory Depar tment

60 STOKE NEWINGTON
HIGH ST., LONDON N I6

Phone: 01-254 0335

PRIVATE:  M in imum 18 word® 6». and 4d.
per  word for each subsequent word .

TRADE:  M in imum 18 words I l s .  and  8d.  pe r
word  for each subsequent word .
Box  numbers  count  as six words  when

costing the  adver t i sement .  When  addresses
are  included,  these a re  chargeable  a t  the
same ra te  (4d. o r  8d.) pe r  word  as the re -
ma inder  of  the  adver t i sement .  Copy and
box  number  rep l ies  should be  sent  to  the
Class i f i ed  Adver t i sement  Depar tment ,
MECCANO Magaz ine ,  13-35 Br idge Street ,
Hemel  Hempstead ,  Her ts .  Latest  copy da te
for inser t ion  in  the  Apr i l  issue is February
9th.

STAMPS
Approvals—Br i t ish ,  Commonwea l th  and Europe.

Genuine col lectors—t ry  one select ion and you
w i l l  want  another.— H .  B. Lang, 3 B rook l yn
Avenue.  London,  S.E.25. ABCD

Beginners.  Fine selection of  the  who le  wo r l d
—send for  approvals.—Regent Stamps, 4
Moxon Road. Malpas. Newpo r t ,  Mon .  C

Approvals—G.B. and Br i t i sh  Colonials.  Ideal
for Q.E.  I I  col lectors. Personal serv ice guar-
anteed.—Ashford,  166 Lansbury D r i ve ,  Hayes,
M iddx .  C -H

Free ,  beaut i fu l  sho r t  sets to approval  applicants,
d iscount .  Free l is ts on  request .—Jones,
Ffynonwen,  L langwyryfon,  Abe rys twy th ,  Car -
diganshire. C

FOR SALE
Meccano ,  Red/Green. Good  cond i t i on ,  spares

and outf i ts,  hal f  p r i ce  and be low.  No  l is ts,  ! end
l i s t  o f  wants to— IBS NutGeld Road, South
Merstham, Surrey.  Te l :  Mers tham 3925. C

John Bennet t ,  38 Mins ter  Road, Oxford—wants
gauge O t ra ins.  No th i ng  fine-scale o r  post
wa r  Ho rnby  w i l l  fit i n t o  his co l lec t ion,  bu t  he
w i l l  pay a fa i r  p r ice  for any such i tems i f  they
are par t  o f  an in teres t ing  j ob  lo t .  C

GREAT  BRITAIN

2/6, 5/- & 10/- FREE
This  packet of  stamps is  given absolutely  FREE
t o  a l l  genuine applicants for  my  super io r  used
Br i t i sh  Co lon ia l  Approvals enclosing 4d.  i n
stamps (o r  postage. Overseas Appl icat ions

Inv i ted .
D.  L. ARCHER (M) ,

2 LITCHFIELD WAY.  8R0XB0URNF,  HERTS

LOOKING FOR OBSOLETE
MECCANO L ITERATURE?

COPIES OF ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE
The  Ch ie f  Maccanoman
248 Woo lw ich  Road
Abbey  Wood. S E 2
LONDON— ENGLAND

WANTED
Obso le te  Too ts i e  Toys,  Crescent ,  D ink ies ,

e tc . ,  wanted. Also gauge OO locomot ives,
any cond i t ion ,  any number .—Box No .  I .
” Meccano Magazine ” Office. C

Pre-1925, September,  1925; February,  March ,
May,  December  1926: January, February,  March.
1937; January, 1938, ** Meccano Magazines,—2
Arche r  St reet ,  Off Por t land St reet ,  L inco ln.  C

Offers for “ Meccano  Magazine, ’ *  casebound
1957, 1958. Always requ i red :  anyth ing i n  p r i n t
on  m i l i t a r y  vehicles.—Vanderveen, Bookhouse,
Dork ing .  C

24 V and  I8A" Ang le  G i rde rs ,  pa in two rk  im -
mater ia l ,  bound volumes “ Meccano Magazine”
any year ,  obsolete l i t e ra tu re  Super Mode l
leaflets, e tc .  Amer ican and French “ Meccano
Magazines,” Meccano steam engine, e lec t r i c
moto rs .  Detai ls—K.  El lender,  37 Blandford
Avenue,  Long  Eaton, Notts,  C

□ Beatties
□ Dinky Toys
□ Hammant & Morgan
□ Harbutt
□ Henry's Radio Co.
□ Humbrol
□ Keil Kraft

LOOK IT COSTS
YOU NOTHING

□ M.A.P. Books
□ Meccano
□ Radio Control Specialists
□ Radionic Products
n R c s
J H L Smith & Co.
□ Tri-ang Hornby
□ Webley & Scott

To find out more about the many interesting products
advertised in this issue of MECCANO Magazine, just

0 t ick the squares against the name of the advertiser from
whom you would l ike to receive more product informa-

® tion and post i t  to :  Advertisement Information, Meccano
£ Magazine, 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

• MARCH COUPON

Name

Address

Sell Your Unwanted Equipment RATE: -
, , ,  X

u MINIMUM 18 WORDS
Are you h id ing  away vast stocks o f  unwanted model l ing equipment  ? Why  no t  sell i t  t h rough  a Classified
Ad  ? You ’ l l  ge t  a t t ract ive offers qu ick ly .  F i l l  i n  t he  form be low and send w i t h  your  remi t tance NOW. 6/- and 4d. PER EXTRA

WORD.
° : TRADE RATE:  —Name .......................................................... ...................................... MECCANO MAGAZINE MINIMUM 18 WORDS

Address............................................................................................... CLASSIFIED 12/- and 8d. PER EXTRA
ADVERTISEMENT DEPT. WORD. BOX No  TO

Heading........................................

Name and address, i f  to  appear,

.......... for...................... insertions

must be paid for.

13-35 BRIDGE STREET
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
HERTS.

COUNT AS  S IX
WORDS
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M ODEL S HO  P D IRECTORY
HEMEL  HEMPSTEAD

Tel:  Hemel Hempstead 53691
TAYLOR & McKENNA

(Hemel )  LTD.
203 MARLOWES

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.  HERTS
For Model Boats, A i rcraf t .  Railways,

Racing Cars and Accessories.
Metal and Plastic Meccano.

Tel: 60444 HAYLING ISLAND
Tel:  3863

GIBSON & PARKER,

BATH
CYRIL HOWE’S

CHEAP STREET.
BATH,  SOMERSET,

The Model Shop o f  the West  for all your
modelling requirements. Aircraft, Boats.
Engines, Radio Control .  Expert advice avail-
able. M.A.P., Meccano Sets, spares, etc.

74 ELM GROVE,  HAYLtNG ISLAND
Models Ar ts  & Crafts.
Aircraft  & Boat Kits.

Modellers Tools and Accessories.

LEICESTER Tel: Uic““r 21,35

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES LTD.

52 LONDON ROAD.
Ma i l  Order  Specialists.

Closed Monday.
Open unt i l  8.30 p.m. Friday.

The Showroom of the Midlands with fu l l
R C serv i ce  fac i l i t i es .

Tel:  0532-2661 ILEEDS
KING CHARLES SPORTS CENTRE,

RAILWAY HOUSE.
K ING  CHARLES  STREET, LEEDS, I

Specialists and stockists i n  all model railway
equipment and accessories. Triang«Hornby,
Tr ix ,  Fleischmann, Gem, Hammant& Morgan,

Sommerfeldt.
Cat. service 25/- home, £2 overseas.

Tel: Dart ford 24155

MODERN MODELS LTD
49/51 LOWFIELD STREET.

DARTFORD.  KENT.
For all your modelling requirements. Radio/
Control .  Aircraft, Boats, Cars, Railways. A l l
leading makes from The Shop wi th  the Stock.

Prompt mail order service.

Tel :  CHE 4887LONDON
RADIO CONTROL

SUPPLIES
154 MERTON ROAD.
WIMBLEDON S.W. I9

Closed all day Monday
Open unt i l  8.30 p.m. Friday.

Largest R 'C stockists in the country.

Tel: ISLeworth 0473LONDON TcI Lee Green 2637

LEWISHAM MODEL
CENTRE

45 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, S.E.I3
Everything for the Modeller. Aircraft,
Boats, Radio Contro l ,  Railways. Cars.

Spares and Repairs ou r  speciality.
Mail Order  a pleasure.

LONDON
RADIO CONTROL

SUPPLIES LTD.
58! LONDON RD.,  ISLEWORTH,

MIDDX.  Ma i l  Order  Specialists
Open each weekday and unt i l

8.30 p.m. Fridays.
Largest R/C stockists in  the country

Own R/C service centre

READING T,l: R“dIn* 51558 ST. ALBANS T,,: 5,234

BOLD & BURROWS LTD.
12-12 VERULAM ROAD,
ST. ALBANS,  HERTS.

Pay circuit available.

MANCHESTER
Tel: Blackfriars 3972

READING MODEL SUPPLIES
I HOSIER STREET,

ST. MARY'S  BUTTS,
READING,  BERKSHIRE.

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 BOOTLE STREET

OFF DEANSGATE,

THE NORTH'S LEADING MODEL, HOBBY
AND TOY SHOP. MECCANO SETS AND

SPARE PARTS A SPECIALITY
BERKSHIRE’S MODELLING CENTRE

WESTON-SUPER-
NA RE Tel. Weston 66oo

RADIO CONTROL SUPPLIES LTD.,
f THE  CENTRE,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.  SOMERSET.
Open unt i l  8.30 p.m. Friday.

Largest R/C stockists in the country.
Own  .R/C service centre.

ST. AUSTELL CORNWALL
TOWN CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT

CHURCH & SON
HOBBIES LTD.

2 BURTON HOUSE,  13 TR IN ITY  ST.
Aircraft, Boats. Electric Cars. Railways and
accessories. Plastic kits. Modelling activities

MODEL AFTER-SALES SERVICE

WOLVERHAMPTON
Tel:  26709

MODELS & HOBBIES
3 BELL STREET. MANDERS CENTRE,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Al l  Meccano Sets i n  stock up to  and including
No.  10. Full Spares Box, kept up-to-date

KITS, ENGINES, ACC.
We stock all current Kits,
Engines and Accessories. We
hold large stocks of Balsa and
plywood as well as engine spares,
radio parts and kits of parts.
We  always have bargain lines, as
well as a good selection of
second-hand Boats, Aircraft, Mar-
ine and Air-cooled Engines.

VISIT THE LARGEST MODEL
STOCKISTS IN  THE COUNTRY

STAFFED BY EXPERTS * PART
EXCHANGE * H P. FACILITIES * MAIL

ORDER INCLUDING OVERSEAS *
ORDERS UNDER £3 POSTAGE & PACKING 2/-

All shops open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.
Leicester, Weston and Wimbledon closed

Monday. Isleworth open each weekday.
WE SERVICE ALL  RADIO  EQUIPMENT WE SELL

RADIO
S.A.E. brings free brochure. An introduc-
t ion to  R/C control and details of the
world's best single channel tone guidance
system. Over  5,000 i n  current use
throughout the world,  quantity produced
and fully guaranteed for  best range and
quality at only 12 gns. Complete 6 and
10 channel Mul t i  Reed outfits w i th  o r
wi thout  Servo Packs, from £34. Digital
two,  three, four and five channel Propor-
tional equipment from £90, Good
selection of second-hand Radio always
in  stock.

isL 0473 SUPPLIES LEIC. 21935
581 LONDON ROAD,  ISLEWORTH,  M IDDX.  52a LONDON ROAD,  LEICESTER
154 MERTON ROAD,  WIMBLEDON CHE 4887 I THE CENTRE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE WESTON 6600
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There’s a wealth of pleasure
and profit  i n

PLASTONE and
PLASTICINE!

the names PLASTONE and PLASTICINE
are Registered Trade Marks

l i ve  ac t i on  co lou rs
fo r  ae ro  mode l l e r s  !

AUTHENTIC CAMOUFLAGE
COLOUR KITS

“PLASTONE”  (above)
The  self-hardening model l ing  mat-
er ia l ,  made on ly  by Harbu t t ’ s ,
wh ich  sets as ha rd  asstone.  “Plast-
onfe" models can be painted w i th
o i l  co lours  and varnished. 3/- pe r
tin.
“VISUAL POUND  PACK”

(below).
The perfect model l ing mater ia l
for Home  and School use. Ava i l -
able i n  I - lb .  packs i n  18 colours.
“PLAST IC INE”  has been awarded
the  Certificate of  t he  Royal Ins t i -
t u t e  o f  Publ ic Hea l th  & Hygiene
for non-toxic i ty.  pe r  pack.

-HANDY PACK”  (above)
This handy, one-colour pack of  “ Plas-
t i c i ne , "  the  wor ld  famous model l ing
mater ia l ,  suits everyone— and the re  are
18 colours  from wh ich  t o  choose. I / -  pe r
pack.

SPECIAL OFFER! 4 lb with « PLASTICINE MODELLING
FOR AMATEURS” Booklet for 13 '6d postage included.

Sole Manufacturers
HARBUTT’S PLASTICINE LTD. BATHAMPTON • BATH • SOMERSET

Sell ing Agents:  BISHOP & KNIGHT LTD.

Bu i l d  the SINCLAIR MICROMATIC
A MODELLERS
DREAM COME TRUE.
Every modeller wants that
added touch of realism, so
Humbrol have produced
authentic Camouflage Kits.

KITS
(each containing six tinlets) as
follows:

1. R.A.F. (European)
2. LUFTWAFFE
3. U.S.A.F.
4. FLEET AIR ARM
5. R.A.F. (Overseas)
6. FRENCH AIR FORCE

THIS PAINT
DRIES IN
3 MINUTES
FLAT
Humbrol technologists are proud
to introduce this authentic model-
lers dream paint, a new highly
developed matt finish which d r ies
i n  3m inu tes  without brush marks

authentic
colour

and wi th outstanding covering
power All this is achieved by a
thin film which does not obliter-
ate minute detail. These authentic
camouflage colours are the result
of months of research and devel-
opment to establish shades iden-
tical to  the originals used.

• PLAYS • FANTASTIC
ANYWHERE POWER & RANGE

• FULLY
GUARANTEED

Robust,  power fu l ,  and as easy to  take  w i t h  you as
the  wr is twatch  you  wear .  Now that  th is  Br i t i sh
masterpiece of  micro-e lect ron ic  design is suppl ied
w i th  a hi-fi qua l i ty  magnetic earpiece, recept ion
is even more  exc i t ing.  Hea r  how marvel lously  i t
br ings i n  Radio I and o the r  stat ions a l l  ove r  the
med ium waveband. Hea r  how we l l  your  M ic ro -
mat ic  performs under  even the  most difficult
l istening condi t ions.
This is t he  set you w i l l  qu ick ly  l ea rn  to  re l y  on
as the  best of  a l l  personal radios. W i t h  its elegant
a lumin ium f ron t  panel and tun ing  control  and
neat smaller-than-matchbox-size black case, you
w i l l  indeed de l igh t  i n  own ing  and using  a M ICRO*
MATIC whe the r  you bu i ld  t he  k i t  o r  buy  i t
ready bu i l t .  2 LONG-LIFE MERCURY CELLS AS
NOW AT NEW PRICES REQUIRED, EACH 2s.6d.

Size: I 4/5 x I 3/10 x
i in-

COMPLETE KIT O f
PARTS INCLUDING
MAGNETIC EARPIECE,
CASE. INSTRUCTIONS

SINCLAIR MICROMATIC

4916 5916BUILT, TESTED AND
GUARANTEED WITH
MAGNETIC EARPIECE

7-TRANSISTOR
MW-LW SUPERHET

PORTABLE
New p r i n ted  c i r cu i t  design w i t h  fu l l
power ou tpu t .  Fully tunable on  both
mw/ lw  bands. 7 Mu l la rd  t ransistors,  push-
pu l l  c i r cu i t .  F i t ted  5 inch speaker, large
fer r i te  aerial .  Easy to  bu i ld  w i t h  terrific
results.  A l l  local  and Cont inen ta l  s tat ions.
Size 10 x 7 x 3 J in .  Send for Brochure  I .
TOTAL COST I Q A pp -
TO  BUILD t .O .  I 7 . 0  4/6

NEW!
7. ITALIAN AIR FORCE
8. JAPANESE AIR FORCE
9. U.S.A.F. (Vietnam)

10. MILITARY VEHICLES
11. MILITARY UNIFORMS
12. AIRCRAFT (W. War I)

HUMBROL
HULL YORKSHIRE

Full details on any advertised product FREE on request

HENRY’S RADIO LTD
303 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2

Phone: (01) 723-1008/9. Open Mon.-Sat. 9a.rn.-6p.rn., Thurs. 9a.m.- I  p.m.

HR
LTD,

KINDLY MENTION “MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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YOUR
FIRST

REAL
RIFLE !

The
magnifi
Webley
JAGUAR
Shooting Kit
Get the Webley Jaguar
into your shoulder and get
the feel of your first real rifle.
Yes, the barrel is machine-cut
rifled for supreme accuracy.
Webley have used all their skill
and experience to make the
Jaguar air-rifle safe to use, and a pleasure to look at.
You'll be the envy of your friends!

Here’s a simple 36 span f lying model
which you can make in  just a few minutes! Take a 36 in. x 3 in.
sheet of in.  Solarbo Balsa, mark a line 9 in. i n  from each end
and cut a slit I in.  deep at r ight angles to the edge. Crack-bend
the two “ elevons ” so that they tu rn  up about J in. Two or
three pieces of cellotape wi l l  hold the “e l evons ”  in position.
Stick a thin nail into the front of the sheet exactly at the mid
point, add some ballast weight—and you are ready to fly. Adjust
the amount of weight required by tr ial and error.  Adjust for
straight flight by altering elevon t i l t  on  one side. It’s a fun model !

This model . . .
is a l i t t le more scientific.
In fact, it’s called a “ flying
wind tunnel.” Make i t
from I in. wide in. sheet
with 4 in. square for the
fuselage. Despite the fact
that i t  has no tailplane i t  is
a very stable glider. Try
wings of different size and
shape.

Making models i n  Solarbo Balsa
is dead easy. You only need a
modelling knife for cutting out
parts, and balsa cement for
quick-setting joints. Remem-
ber, SOLARBO BALSA is
specially selected and graded
for modelling use—the BEST
BALSA YOU CAN BUY
(so always ask for i t  by name
at your local model shop).

The kit means you can start shooting straight away.
The box contains the .177 Calibre Jaguar Air Rifle;
Target Holder; Target Cards; 500 .177 Pellets;
12 .177 Darts; Oil in Plastic Container.

i Complete kit .  Price £6.19.7.
Webley is one of the world's great names in guns.
You'll see others, but none to compare with the rea/
rifle quality of Webley. Make sure then, you get
— Webley !
Webley make a wonderful range of Air Pistols and
Air Rifles. Why not send for the fascinating leaflet
— with 4d. stamp, please! Address is below.

• Please send me your FREE list of simple Balsa Model Plans.
I enclose stamped addressed envelope (Foolscap size with
4d. stamp, please).

NAME......................................................................................

I ADDRESS................................................................................

M/M WEBLEY
For Maximum Marksmanship — Ask for a
Webley 4x15  magnification Sight and be
sure to use Webley pellets to win a
Marksman's badge.

©OQgJtpS)® LTD.
COMMERCE WAY. LANCING, SUSSEX

i Webley & Scott Ltd. (Inc. W .  W .  Greener Ltd),  Dept MM/2/AW  I
I Park Lane, Handsworth, Birmingham 2 I .  Te l :  02I-553 3952

K INDLY MENTION “MECCANO MAGAZINE WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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A SMASH HIT!&o RADIONIC
RADIO & ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM. PROBABLY THE
WORLD’S BEST FOR BEGINNERS & EXPERTS

•RADIONICMJHfr **» jn.w<«rc wnttt-x

MM

■

A No .  4 SET and 6-TRANSISTOR PERHET
Clear, simple, versatile, thia rucgcd system can build almost any electronic
circuit. Ideal for Che experimenter; the teacher; and the complete beginner.
Already used by well over 1,500 schools in  the U .K .
Selected by the Council of Industrial Design for al l  Brit ish Design Centres,
Featured i n  Sound and Television broadcasts.
Beautifully engineered; battery operated; no  soldering; no  prior knowledge
needed. Results guaranteed by  our  technical department. People say:

*' I can only describe the results as br i l l iant,  absolutely br i l l iant . "
" You have opened up  a new wor ld , "
’* Noth ing  could paint the picture clearer than bui ld ing these sets."
" The k i t  has been used by my  son (aged 10) wi th  complete success/’
" Most impressive—a stroke o f  genius whoever devised i t . "

No. 1 Set £6.0.2 14 Circuits (Earphone)
No. 2 Sat £7.1.5 20 Circuits (Earphone)
No. 3 Sot £11.2.7 22 Circuits (7  x 4in. Loudspeaker output)
No. 4 Set £15.3.9 26 Circuits (include 6 Transistor and rellex superhets)

Prices (Post Free)
UNIQUE!  Our  * '  No  soldering ’ ’  printed circuit board for superhet portable.
Simply insert components and tighten nuts.

Our “ E "  Series of Basic Electronic Circuits is available separately (see
E/508, our Digital Computer above).

FULL DETAILS FROM:

RADIONIC  PRODUCTS L IM ITED
STEPHENSON WAY, THREE BRIDGES
CRAWLEY, SUSSEX
Tel. CRAWLEY 27028 (Trade Enquiries inv i ted)

THE H & M MODEL S.M.3 H.  L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

May we quote for your requirements from our
large and varied stocks of Resistors, Switches,
Condensers, Plugs, Sockets, Terminals, Wires,
Speakers, Transformers, Cases, Chassis, Meters,

etc., etc., etc. ?

SOLENOID MOTOR

Double-acting—Positive lock—can be used with o r
without flash switch— J* to throw—above or
below panel mounting—rust proof—robust

287-9 EDGWARE ROAD • LONDON • W.2
Telephone: 01-723 5891-7595

• • a e • o •
BIND YOUR
MECCANO
MAGAZINE! 12  0

Handsome orange coloured, stiff 0
card, loose-leaf binders w i th  gold
blocked name place on spine for 12 W
copies of the New MECCANO &
Magazine. Copies open flat and can
be removed unmarked as required. 9
Price inclusive of postage !2/6d.

MECCANO BINDERS,  e

13/35 BRIDGE STREET, •
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS »

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST
OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE I / -

HAMM  ANT & MORGAN LT D.
HAN  DEM WORKS,  APEM ESTATE

134 ST. ALBANS ROAD,  WATFORD,  HERTS.

meccanoindex.co.uk



• X:.
model .shopTwhfrspecialise

in  MECCANO spare

Listed below are some of the dealers who sell Meccano accessories and spare parts.
This is intended to aid enthusiasts— and there are many of them—who constantly
require additional spare parts for their sets, Al! dealers can, of  course, order Meccano
spare parts for their customers, but those listed here ore among our spare part

specialists.

JEREMY
16 Princes Arcade,

Piccadil ly
LONDON S .W. I

Telephone : Regent 1846

JOHN W.  BAGNALL LTD.
18 Salter Street

STAFFORD

Telephone : 3420

THE GUILDFORD
DOLL’S HOSPITAL LTD.

C.  G .  MARSHALL
Maxwel l  Road
BEACONSFIELD
Telephone: 4092

13 Swan Lane, GUILDFORD
Telephone : 61331

LESLIE BROWN
Super Toy and

Model  Store 95  High Street ,
Stockton-on-Tees

Telephone : 67616

LUCAS’S (Hobbies) LTD.
7 Tar le ton Street

LIVERPOOL I
Telephone : Royal 7562

BARRETT’S LTD.
2 S t .  George’s Street

CANTERBURY
Telephone : 66161

New George Street
City Centre ,  PLYMOUTH

Telephone : 65363

WILTONS
GAMES SPORTS STORE

Corner House,
Canal Queen Street

SALISBURY
Telephone: 22984

H.  A .  BLUNT & SONS LTD.
133 The Broadway,

Mi l l  Hi l l
LONDON N .W.7

Telephone: Mill HUI 2877

Cheltenham Motor  & Cycle
Co. L td .  31 H ighSt ree t

CHELTENHAM
Telephone : 53099

BEATTIES OF LONDON
1 12 & I I 2A  High Holborn ,

LONDON W.C .  I .
Telephone: HOL. 6285

CANADA

Dealers wishing to ad-
vertise
should contact Meccano
Ltd., Liverpool,
M.A.P. do not accept

bookings.

this pageon

direct.

ESBE SCIENCE CENTRE
3431 Bathurs t  Street

TORONTO, 19

W.  PAINE & CO. LTD.
168 High Street

CHATHAM,
Also at  Grays

Telephone : 4521 S
Telephone : 789-3161

NEW ZEALAND

BUNKERS LTD.
P .O.  Box SB

HASTINGS

(Mail orders from all countries
welcomed)

YOUNGSTERS (THE DOLL’S
HOSPITAL)
55  Hal lgate
DONCASTER

Telephone : 2831

Printed in Great Britain by ELECTRICAL PRESS LTD., London and Maidenhead, for the Proprietors, MODEL
AERONAUTICAL PRESS LTD , 13/35 Bridge Street. Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Published by the ARGUS PRESS Lru  .

23/27 Tudor Street. London. EC .4. to whom all trade enquiries should be addressed
Registered for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada including Newfoundland

meccanoindex.co.uk



Always something new from

DINKY TOYS
(R)

and they’re packed wi th act ion features !

2 ALL- ACTION
MODELS FROM

THUNDERBIRD 2 WITH THUNDERBIRD 4.
Sensational 2 m 1 special from DINKY
Thunderbird 2 has spring released telescopic
legs Pod contains Thunderbird 4 for solo
flights to high adventure. Superb details Model
No. 101. Overall Length ,

LADY PENELOPE'S ROCKET-FIRING FAB 1
Fires 5 Rockets (hinged radiator conceals big
block buster, and there are 4 pursuit rackets).

Sliding cockpit canopy * Lady Penelope
and Parker Jewelled multiple head-

lights ■ Super finish - Plated details
Model No 100 Length 51".

ALL-ACTION ■
LATEST

spee/Mg/ *
d ie - cas t  i n  supe rb

de ta i l
A THRILLING Fl  MODEL FROM

EW-
SPECTRUM PURSUIT VEHICLE.

■ * Front hatch opens to fire rocket
Hinged moveable rear track Retract

able twin aerials. Side hatch opens and
seat automatically lowers Cap!am
Scarlet to  ground Model Na 104
Length 6 / / -

DYNAMIC  ACTION  FEATURES

MECCANO L IMITED • B INNS ROAD ■ L IVERPOOL

meccanoindex.co.uk


